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I. Summary
The aim with this master thesis is to analyze how people experience urban regeneration,
which has caused gentrification, in two areas with similar relative geographic positions in two
different capital cities and countries. The Ferencváros district in Budapest and the Södermalm
district in Stockholm both lay just to the south of the city centers. Both districts are wellconnected with the rest of the city, but are still considered to be own areas within the cities.
Traditionally these two districts are considered as working-class areas. Both areas have been
targets of large-scale urban regeneration and investments, which though have caused
gentrification, and a growth of a middle-class population. However, the areas are located in
different geographical environments. Hungary is a post-socialist country within Eastern
Central Europe. Sweden is a North-European country with a long history of welfare politics.
In both countries, the last decades have however meant a neoliberalization of the housing
politics.
The main aim is to provide a more qualitative and ethnographic study to the research field of
gentrification. The focus of the thesis lies on the subjective emotions of the respondents about
the character and the changes of the areas. Furthermore, the research questions are also about
authenticity. This is a controversial term referring to nostalgic feelings about often lost
characters of an area, or emotions about new characters, cultures or identities within the area.
The thesis is also focusing on the respondents’ belief in engagement from the residents of
their area, in issues for or against changes within the areas, and how they believe the will and
the possibilities for engagement to be affected by politics. In this way, the aim is also to
analyze whether there are emotional differences that can be traced to the different political
situations of the countries.
The main method of the study is in-depth interviews. The respondents are 9 in Ferencváros
and 11 in Södermalm. The topics discussed with them are about the perceived socio-economic
status in relation to the place of residence, connections to the area and emotions about its
change, and the political aspect of changes. The main themes are about social cohesion and its
change, perceived economic situation of the area and its change, and place identity and the
feeling of a ‘city in the city’. To put the subjective answers in a concrete context, policies
about regeneration, and economic indicators about income and real estate prices are presented
shortly.
The results show a rather strong local identity in both areas, but the sense of social cohesion is
stronger in Södermalm. Respondents in Södermalm are generally more ambiguous about the
changes; while most people in Ferencváros are positive towards them. The sense of
authenticity is a bit stronger in Södermalm. Here almost all respondents talk either
nostalgically about an authentic past, or about a new authentic mix of cultures. In
Ferencváros, few respondents do not feel any authenticity. Others feel nostalgically about the
district’s historical role in culture and knowledge, but the feeling of new hip cultures is at a
much earlier phase than in Södermalm. This indicates that gentrification in Ferencváros is at
an earlier phase than in Södermalm. Ferencváros has also been more unevenly affected by the
changes. Furthermore, the sense of engagement is stronger in Södermalm. This is, according
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to the respondents, an effect of the political situation, as the possibilities to reach changes are
believed to be smaller in Hungary, than in Sweden.

II. Svensk sammanfattning (Summary in Swedish)
Syftet med denna masteruppsats är att analysera hur människor upplever urban förnyelse, som
har skapat gentrifiering, i två områden med liknande relativa geografiska positioner i två olika
huvudstäder och länder. Stadsdelarna Ferencváros i Budapest och Södermalm i Stockholm
ligger båda direkt söder om städernas centrum. Båda stadsdelarna är väl förbundna med resten
av staden, men anses ändå vara egna områden i städerna. Traditionellt anses båda stadsdelarna
vara arbetarklassområden. Båda områdena har varit mål för storskaliga förnyelser och
investeringar, som emellertid har skapat gentrifiering, och en ökning i medelklassbefolkning.
Områdena ligger dock i olika geografiska miljöer. Ungern är ett postsocialistiskt land i östra
Centraleuropa. Sverige är ett nordeuropeiskt land med en lång historia av välfärdspolitik. I
båda länderna har dock de senaste årtiondena inneburit en neoliberalisering av
bostadspolitiken.
Det huvudsakliga målet är att bidra med en mer kvalitativ och etnografisk studie till
gentrifieringsforskningen. Fokus ligger på respondenternas subjektiva känslor kring
karaktären och förändringarna av områdena. Forskningsfrågorna handlar också om
autenticitet. Detta är en kontroversiell term som refererar till nostalgiska känslor kring ofta
förlorade karaktärer av ett område, eller känslor kring nya karaktärer, kulturer eller identiteter
i området. Uppsatsen fokuserar också på respondenternas upplevelser kring engagemang från
invånarnas sida, för eller emot frågor kring förändringar inom områdena, samt hur de
upplever att viljan och möjligheterna för engagemang påverkas av ländernas politiska
situation. Därmed är målet också att analysera huruvida det finns emotionella skillnader som
kan relateras till ländernas olika politiska situationer.
Studiens huvudsakliga metod är djupintervjuer. Respondenterna är 11 på Södermalm och 9 i
Ferencváros. De diskuterade ämnena handlar om upplevd socioekonomisk status i förhållande
till boplats, anknytningar till områdena och känslor kring dess förändring, samt den politiska
aspekten av förändring. De huvudsakliga temana är om social sammanhållning och dess
förändring, områdenas upplevda ekonomiska situation och dess förändring, samt platsidentitet
och känslan av en ’stad i staden’. För att placera de subjektiva svaren i en konkret kontext,
presenteras policys kring förnyelse, samt ekonomiska indikatorer kring inkomst och
fastighetspriser kort.
Resultaten pekar på en stark lokal identitet i båda områden, dock är känslan av social
sammanhållning starkare på Södermalm. Respondenterna från Södermalm är i allmänhet mer
ambivalenta kring förändringarna, medan de flesta i Ferencváros är positiva gentemot
detsamma. Upplevelsen av autenticitet är lite starkare på Södermalm. Här pratar nästan alla
respondenter antingen nostalgiskt om ett autentiskt förflutet, eller en ny autentisk
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kulturblandning. I Ferencváros är det några respondenter som inte känner någon autenticitet.
Andra känner nostalgiskt kring områdets historiska roll inom kultur och kunskap, dock är
upplevelsen av nya hippa kulturer i en mycket tidigare fas än på Södermalm. Detta indikerar
att gentrifieringen i Ferencváros är i ett tidigare skede än på Södermalm. Ferencváros har
också påverkats mer ojämnt av förändringarna. Dessutom är upplevelsen av engagemang
starkare på Södermalm. Detta är, enligt respondenterna, en effekt av den politiska situationen,
då möjligheterna att nå förändringar upplevs som mindre i Ungern än i Sverige.

III. Magyar összefoglaló (Summary in Hungarian)
E mesteri szakdolgozat célja, hogy analizálja az emberek gondolatait olyan városi
fejlesztésekről és felújításokról, amelyek dzsentrifikációt okoztak, két olyan területen,
amelynek a viszonylagos földrajzi pozíciója azonos, azonban két különböző fővárosban és
országban találhatók. A Budapesti Ferencváros kerület valamint a Stockholmi Södermalm
kerület egyaránt közvetlenül délre fekszik a városközponttól. Mindkét kerület jól össze van
kötve a város többi részeivel, azonban saját városrésznek tekintik őket, a városon belül.
Hagyományosan mindkét kerület munkás kerület volt. Mindkét kerület nagyskálájú
felújításoknak és fejlesztéseknek volt célja, amely azonban dzsentrifikációt okozott, és
megnövekedett a középosztályú lakosság száma. A két kerület azonban különböző földrajzi
tájegységen fekszik. Magyarország egy posztszocialista ország kelet-közép Európában.
Svédország egy észak-európai ország, ahol a jóléti politikának hosszú a hagyománya.
Azonban mindkét országban a neoliberalizmus jellemezte az elmúlt évtizedek lakáspolitikáját.
A fő cél a dzsentrifikációs kutátási területhez való hozzájárulás, egy kvalitatívabb
tanulmánnyal. Fókuszban a szubjektív gondolatok vannak, melyeket az alanyok éreznek a
kerületek karakteréről és változásairól. Továbbá fókuszban van az autentizmus fogalma is. Ez
egy megosztó fogalom, amely a bizonyos környékek gyakran elvesztett karakterével
kapcsolatos nosztalgikus érzelmekkel, avagy a környékbeli új karakterekkel, kultúrákkal vagy
identitásokkal kapcsolatos. A szakdolgozatban továbbá fókuszban áll, hogy az alanyok, hogy
élik át az elkötelezettséget vagy lelkesedést a kerületi változások elérése vagy
megakadályozása iránt, a kerület lakosai részéről, illetve, hogy szerintük a politikai helyzet,
hogy befolyásolja az akaratot és a lehetőségeket ebben az ügyben. Ezáltal cél az analizálása
annak a kérdése is, hogy vannak-e gondolatbeli különbségek, amelyek a két ország különböző
politikai helyzetéhez köthető.
A tanulmány fő módszere mélyinterjúkból áll. 9 interjúalany van a Ferencvárosból és 11
Södermalm-ból. Az alanyokkal tárgyalt témakörök az átélt társadalmi-gazdasági státusz a
lakhelyhez viszonyítva, a kerülethez való kötődések és gondolatok a változásokkal
kapcsolatosan, valamint a változások politikai aspektusa. A fő témakörök a társadalmi
összetartozás és ennek változása, az átélt gazdasági helyzet és ennek változása, valamint a
helyi identitásról és a „város a városban”-érzésről szólnak. A szubjektív gondolatok konkrét
kontextusba való helyezését segíti egy rövidebb kitekintés a konkrét fejlesztési politikákra,
valamint a jövedelmeket és ingatlanárakat érintő gazdasági mutatókra.
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Az eredmények mindkét kerületben erős helyi identitásról árulkodnak, azonban az átélt
társadalmi összefogás erősebb Södermalm-ban. A Södermalm-i alanyok általában véve
ambivalensebben éreznek a változásokkal kapcsolatosan, míg a legtöbb Ferencvárosi alany
pozitívan érez ezek iránt. Autentizmust a Södermalm-i alanyok nagyobb ízben éreznek. Itt
majdnem az összes alany valamilyen formában vagy nosztalgikusan beszél egy autentikus
múltról, vagy egy újabb autentikus kulturális keveredésről. Ferencvárosban néhány alany
egyáltalán nem érez autentizmust. Mások nosztalgikusan beszélnek a kerület történelmi
kulturális és tudományos szerepéről, de az újmódi kultúrák tapasztalata egy sokkal korábbi
fázisban van, mint Södermalm-ban. Ez azt mutatja, hogy a dzsentrifikáció Ferencvárosban
egy korábbi fázisban van, mint Södermalm-ban. Ferencváros ezen felül egyenletlenebben van
befolyásolja a változások által. Továbbá az elkötelezettséget és s lelkesedést erősebbnek érzik
a Södermalm-i alanyok. Az alanyok szerint, ez a politikai helyzetnek a hatása, mivel a
változások elérésének a lehetőségeit gyengébbnek érzik Magyarországon, mint
Svédországban.
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1. Introduction and Relevance
This master thesis is about analyzing gentrification and its social meaning in Budapest,
Hungary and Stockholm, Sweden respectively, and comparing the results. The choice of the
places lies within the different geographical, social and political histories of the countries.
Hungary is a post-socialist society, having transformed to a market economy during the last
25 years; Sweden has a longer history of wellbeing, a history of welfare policies, but with
housing policies lately more influenced by neoliberal visions. Physically Stockholm is located
between the Baltic Sea and the Lake Mälaren in an archipelago-like uneven landscape.
Budapest is located centrally in mainland Europe, at the Danube River, with a hilly west and a
flat east side. The study is concentrated to one concrete area in both cities. The area of each
city lies directly to the south of the city center and is part of the inner-city (maps of the
districts can be found in Appendix 4). Furthermore, both areas have been big targets of
regeneration policies during the last decades, renewal which has caused gentrification. These
areas are Södermalm in Stockholm and Ferencváros in Budapest. The time-span of the
investigation is relatively flexible, and may stretch until 1970s as the earliest, and lasts until
today. The reason for that is to have a time-span that makes it possible to cover the age of
changed systems for residential planning, and hence the renewal in both countries.
The significance of this study lies in that the complex phenomenon gentrification, which is a
socio-economic result of certain urban renewal policies, is studied mainly qualitatively, and in
two relatively different geographical areas of research. The areas of research are areas with
partly likewise and partly different regeneration policies during the time-span of the study, but
in two European capitals of countries with different histories and policies for planning.
Moreover the two cities have also different physical geographic conditions. However, some
similarities can be traced in the housing policy, for example today’s neoliberal visions in the
planning policies of the cities. Furthermore, the methodological focus of the study is mainly
qualitative. This is to integrate a more humanistic character of the study, less frequently seen
in earlier studies of gentrification. In this sense, more than analyzing the similarities and
differences in the concrete outcomes of regeneration policies in the two cities, the study
should primarily illustrate how (similarly or differently) people in countries with different
histories and policies think about their own environment and its change. This will hopefully
give the gentrification research a more humanistic and/or ethnographic input, which is
important, as the role of the individual and how she is affected certainly is an important aspect
of the topic.

2. Aim of the Thesis
The aim of the thesis is to analyze how residents in the Ferencváros district of Budapest,
Hungary and the Södermalm district of Stockholm, Sweden experience the urban
regenerations in the area, which have caused gentrification. The focus lies on what kind of
engagement people experience to exist within their neighborhoods about the changes
occurring; how they see the will and the possibilities to strive for or against certain
investments or changes within the area. Furthermore, the aim is to analyze whether people
9

believe their areas to be authentic. Authenticity is a concept relating to subjective emotions
about the character of an area. It is a criticized concept, but relevant to analyze within this
thesis, because of the focus on the respondents’ subjective emotions of their areas (see chapter
4). The study therefore aims to illustrate both people’s emotions and thinking in the research
areas of each city, and to compare the findings between the cities. In this sense, the thesis is
based on a qualitative comparative case study with the aim of analyzing people’s own
reflections and emotions in-depth. This means that the aim of the thesis is to contribute to the
field of gentrification studies with a more ethnographic study, and in this sense to enlighten
the effect planning and regeneration policies have on the individual social level. However, the
aim is also to analyze the findings in relation to the actual socio-economic situation of the
areas, therefore statistics of socio-economic indicators will also be used as background
material. Previous and existing planning policies within the areas are also shortly presented, to
put the findings in a concrete context.
The research questions are therefore the following;
-

What are people’s emotions about their neighborhood and the changes/investments
during the time-span of the study?
Are there thoughts about authenticity?
Are there specific place-identities within the research areas?
What are people thinking about the level of engagement for or against changes within
their areas?
What are the similarities/differences in each city; can those be traced to the different
political histories?

3. Literature Background
3.1 Gentrification
To begin the review about gentrification research, one has to first look at the research
focusing on gentrification in general. This is a complex phenomenon, but here are some
findings pointing out the most important characteristics. Redfern (2003) writes about the
grounds of gentrification in an article from the perspective of urban and economic
geographies. In a philosophic manner he discusses the upcoming of gentrification, however
measured quantitatively. According to him, the issue is about the shaping of social classes.
Gentrification is then a concept of economic classes. He points out that the grounds of
gentrification are economic structural changes as an effect of larger structural societal changes
(Redfern 2003: 2363). Considering Clark’s as well as Knox and Pinch’s definition,
gentrification is about an overall increase of the status of areas, considering factors as real
estate values or the socio-economic composition of inhabitants - which often means a change
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of residents. Shortly, gentrification is defined as physical and socio-economic improvements
of areas (Clark 2007: 168, Clark 2014: 39, Knox & Pinch 2006: 319).
Loretta Lees (2000) discusses gentrification from a human geographic perspective that she
calls geography of gentrification. This means that she touches upon both quantitative and
qualitative causes and effects of gentrification. She describes the main theoretical grounds
discussed in the gentrification literature. According to her discussion, the main definitions of
policies and actions leading to gentrification are the following ones; The Emancipatory City,
which can be summarized as an inclusive pattern in order to create a social mix of people,
which is seen as a ground of increasing the possibilities of making people heard in urban
planning. This perspective is also suitable for discussing the role and the rights of certain
groups of people, based on issues like gender, sexuality and ethnicity (Lees 2000: 392ff).
Another theory is about the Revanchist City, which is referring to that the middle class seeks
to reclaim the central, and previously impoverished, parts of the inner-city, by using capital
(Lees 2000: 399ff).
However the perspective most suitable for this thesis would be the one about The New Middle
Class. Lees describes this perspective, with references to Ley (1996) and Butler (1997). The
perspective is said to be related to the emancipatory city, and is discussing a new upcoming
middle class, with a large focus on young people. These young people are representing new
interests based on their cultural and urban identities that are described as more liberal than
previous generations’. In this field of discussion, phenomena like the hippie movement (or
today hipsters) and the creative class become relevant (Lees 2000: 396ff). The reason why
this last perspective suites this thesis best is because the analysis on Södermalm and
Ferencváros below shows that both areas are inner-city neighborhoods of working-class
background, today though described as attractive and livable areas, attracting a new middle
class.
Hedin et al (2011) discuss three types of gentrification. Classic gentrification happens when
low-status and run-down areas are regenerated; Ordinary gentrification happens when
investments are done in already middle-income areas; Supergentrification happens in relation
to investments in already high-income areas (Hedin et al 2011: 448ff). As the analysis on the
renewal policies in Ferencváros and Södermalm below (chapter 6) shows, these two cases
have from the beginning been cases of classic gentrification, but are today more cases of
ordinary gentrification.
Cameron (2003) is discussing Urban Regeneration as initiated by either social actors (by
which he means official - mostly municipal – actors with welfare-related purposes) or private
actors, and the pros and cons of respective. The discussion is based on regeneration programs
conducted by these different actors in Edinburgh and Glasgow, Scotland. The article therefore
seems to be written from an urban and regional planning perspective, with focus on agency as
well as on individuals and their socio-economic reality. It is said that the physical conditions
of the regenerated areas were renovated in either cases, but the social outcomes were very
different; in the socially initiated regenerating programs, there were no cases of displacement,
11

while this was a common pattern in the privately initiated cases of regeneration, together with
changes in not only the composition of inhabitants, but also the social character of the areas.
The latter cases were hence mentioned as cases of gentrification. However, in the areas of
socially initiated regeneration, despite the possibility for the inhabitants to stay in the areas,
the socio-economic status was, from the inhabitants’ side, not believed to have increased as
much as desired (Cameron 2003: 2374). In sum, neighborhoods in whole seem to gain
economically from gentrification, but the social impacts on the individual level are often
negative, especially for less well-off people. On the other hand, welfare-related regeneration
seems to be more humane at the individual level, but the socio-economic gains seem to be
more limited. Which perspective is seen as best is a question of ideology, discussed right
below.
Stahre (2007) discusses gentrification in the book Den Globala Staden – a book describing
major modern phenomena of urban geography and urban and regional planning, and also
relating these perspectives to Stockholm. He discusses the patterns of gentrification occurring.
He claims that when market economic structures and the market itself are strengthened, the
aims of making areas attractive for residents and investors also increase, which lead to an
increase in planning policies that cause gentrification. Furthermore, increased authoritarian
attitude towards opposition from the citizens’ side is also said to encourage gentrification.
This is because regeneration policies otherwise may cause resistance especially from people
of lower socio-economic status, because of the increase in rents, often causing problems for
these people being able to remain in their areas. A common term of gentrification –
Regeneration is therefore called a refined name of the actions occurring (Stahre 2007: 50f).
Stahre also discusses that both the producers may cause gentrification – when investors
decide that an area is worth to invest in and regenerate, and it may also be caused by the
consumers – when initiatives about making use of areas in new ways are taken from below,
by the (new) inhabitants (ibid.). In sum, gentrification can therefore be defined as the result of
renewal, with the objective directed more towards increasing overall attractiveness and values
of an area, than ensuring decent existence for every individual. Hence even if the targeted
areas gain economically in general, the effects are not always positive on the individual basis.
This vision of prioritizing larger-scale economic profits ahead of welfare makes therefore
gentrification a result of Neoliberal Planning Policies (Baeten 2011: 25).

3.2 Perceived Gentrification
The aim of the thesis is to analyze how the inhabitants of the researched areas feel about the
developments and the resulted gentrification in their neighborhoods. It is therefore also
important to analyze the research scope made on gentrification as perceived from below, i.e.
how inhabitants of different socio-economic statuses in gentrified areas perceive the occurred
changes in their areas. This issue has already been touched upon ahead shortly, when
analyzing Cameron’s findings. Here, one of the main findings is obviously that inhabitants of
lower socio-economic status usually believe the increased rents to be a negative effect; and
they often get difficulties being able to remain in their neighborhoods. Here, Cameron sorts
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out people with low wages and elderly people as the most common ‘victims’ (Cameron 2003:
2374). However, Cameron also mentions the case of Scotland and other research to point to
an outcome where less well-off inhabitants in areas of more welfare-related renewal
programs, despite the physical improvements, remained unhappy about the socio-economic
effects. They mostly believed it to be a remained concentration of inhabitants of lower (socioeconomic) status (ibid.). It is therefore important to further analyze the literature on
impressions and feelings about occurred renewal or gentrification.
How residents of gentrified areas perceive the changes are well-illustrated in four articles
written by professors in human (urban) geography and urban and regional planning. These
articles are about cases of urban renewal that have caused gentrification, in neighborhoods of
big cities in Europe and North America. The first article is written by Hamil Pearsall (2012) at
the Department of Geography and Urban Studies at Temple University in Philadelphia. The
article is about how non-displaced residents in renovated areas in New York City have coped
with gentrification issues. What is written is that people showed a very critical attitude
towards the economic and social effects gentrification had on the neighborhood, hence the
socio-economic transformation of the areas. These people were often not worried for their
own sake, but for the whole neighborhood’s sake. It is also stated that the strategy to cope
with the increased rent costs was to buy the apartments, something only people of better
economic status could afford to do. Those who could not afford that had to take other
strategies, like co-living or to engage politically and lobby for decreasing rent costs (Pearsall
2012: 1020ff). This article clearly points to the economic status as an important factor in
coping with the effects of gentrification.
Jacob L. Vigdor et al (2002) from the institution Brooking-Wharton Papers on Urban Affairs
present the findings of a research of rather similar urban geographic or urban planning
perspective, on how less well-off residents in several neighborhoods in Boston perceived the
gentrification that occurred in their areas during the 1960s and 70s. Vigdor et al state that the
increased rent costs were on one hand seen as a burden for the residents. However, the
neighborhoods were also frequently seen by residents as more attractive after the investments
and renewal, especially in terms of service functions and job opportunities. Coming to
gentrification’s effect on people of lower economic status, it is therefore stated that the two
factors economic burden and increased attractiveness are weighed against each other, to
decide whether it is desired and reasonable to stay in the areas or not (Vigdor et al 2002: 151ff
& 171ff).
Coming to the effect on better-off people, there is a brand new urban planning article written
by Emily McGirr et al from Queens University in Canada, for the journal Urban Studies,
about the renewal of the district Little Portugal in Toronto. The socio-economic situation in
the area before and after the renewal is unfortunately vaguely described. It is however stated
that the area is located in close proximity to the central business area of the city. In this way
the area seems to be described as a more affluent one, even though this could be more
precisely described (McGirr et al 2015: 4). What is investigated is how people having lived in
the area for longer time versus people having moved there as an effect of the investments and
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renewal, think about the area and the occurred changes/investments (McGirr et al 2015: 7f).
This research showed unlike the previous two, significantly more positive attitudes from both
the new and the old residents’ side (McGirr et al 2015: 12ff). Therefore it would have been
good to give more information about the socio-economic character of the new and old
residents, to see if there is any correlation of the economic situation and perception of
gentrification, like in the US-cases mentioned above.
The previous examples of research consisted of North American cases, but there is an article
about a very illustrative European case, which should be mentioned here. Henrik Gutzon
Larsen and Anders Lund Hansen from the Department of Development and Planning at
Aalborg University have written about the renewal of the Inner Vesterbro neighborhood, close
to Central Copenhagen. This area has been the target of renewal causing classic and middle
class gentrification. This means that there has been a physical renewal of the buildings, the
attractiveness of the area has increased and so the rent prices, and there has been a large
change in the composition of residents, where many less well-off people have left the area and
the middle class has increased (Larsen & Lund Hansen 2008: 2440ff).
Considering the historical development and the relative geographic location of Vesterbro, it
hence reminds of Södermalm and Ferencváros. It is stated that economic policies have been
applied to facilitate the stay of less well-off residents. These policies have however only
worked out on the short term, as many less well-off people have been economically forced to
leave later on. It means that even if the renewal project was intended to be friendly towards
the less affluent people, it has in practice hit them hardly (Larsen & Lund Hansen 2008:
2440ff). So to sum up the literature on how residents have perceived and experienced
gentrification, it is to say that even though there are variations in both the character of the
renewal projects leading to gentrification, and in the socio-economic status of neighborhoods,
the economic situation of residents seems to be an important factor in how the changes are
perceived and may be coped with.

3.3 Gentrification in Budapest
The case of Budapest is about the capital of Hungary, and is based on a recent history of a
socialist system, and since 1989, a transition to a market economy. The history about the eras
before and during the time-span of the research is discussed in two articles by Zoltán Kovács
and some other contributors in one of the articles. These articles have the perspective of urban
and regional planning in post-socialist environments. In the first article Kovács briefly
discusses the 20th century history of Budapest’s socio-economic and spatial development.
Here, Kovács writes about the growing of the outskirts of Budapest before the First and after
the Second World War, due to immigration of workforce in ages of industrialization. These
areas became parts of Budapest in 1950, to give a more even socio-economic pattern of the
capital, as inner parts had previously been dominated by the upper class. During the early
socialist era many neighborhoods consisting of high-rise concrete buildings were created, to
offer the immigrating workforce and a growing population affordable living. The properties
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also became nationalized. The economic liberalization after 1968 created a bigger private
sector, which increased income inequalities and hence also segregation. During the 1980s the
historic socio-economic and spatial pattern became ever more accentuated – the attractive
parts were the hilly Buda side, the areas close to the Danube River and Central Pest, while the
periphery of the Pest-side was the most unattractive part (Kovács 1998: 65f).
In the Second article Kovács et al put a bigger focus on the development of gentrification in
Budapest since 1989. They firstly discuss the main characteristics of gentrification occurring
in larger post-socialist cities, mostly in the 1990s. They point to investments in new facilities
for leisure and business, but a limited rate of upgrading the physical conditions and affecting
the socio-economic status of neighborhoods. The residential changes have more been about
building exclusive housing for the upper segments of society (Kovács et al 2013: 22f). For
Budapest, urban planning during the 1990-s meant a structural change, where the districts
within the city gained larger competence in planning. The marketing of housing and
innovation, and testing of urban models also increased. A positive effect was the generally
low prices, at which real estate was sold to new investors, meaning only marginal increases in
rent costs. Furthermore it was also positive that the real estate could be resold without
restrictions. Also much of the housing was lying in areas considered as attractive and was in
good condition. The negative factors were however that real estates in poorer conditions were
not attracting investors and were hence decaying. Also, the common mixed form of
ownership, caused by the allowance of owner occupied housing, obstructed renovation
responsibilities. There was furthermore an overall lack of renewal policies on the politicaladministrative level (Kovács et al 2011: 25f).
Kovács et al stresses that, despite denying it by some scholars, there are signs of gentrification
in a real sense in Budapest. There is a capitalizing market, a growing share of investors (also
foreign) in housing, and there is a growing middle class. However most of the real form of
gentrification has taken part in certain parts of the inner-city, and not so much in the suburbs.
The pace and the extent are though relatively limited, due to factors as owner occupation and
responsive planning policies at the district level. This creates a slower rate of regeneration,
however it also lessens the rate of displacement (Kovács et al 2013: 34ff). The historic legacy
is though still visible on the socio-economic geography of the city, as the attractive and less
attractive areas in large are basically the same as historically (Kovács 1998: 75).
The most striking example of real gentrification policies can be seen in the central parts of
Ferencváros (District IX). Here, a French model Societé d’Économie Mixte (SEM) has been
applied on urban regeneration (Kovács et al 2013: 29). This area has historically not been the
central part of either Ferencváros or the Inner-city in whole, and has until the post-social
renewal not had a large amount of city-like buildings, more than along the main roads. Before
the regime shift, the area was on downturn (Sipos 2011: 649f). According to Sipos, complex
investments have been done, with the building of new, more city-like buildings, creation of
more green spaces and investment in business and leisure activities. The area is now described
to be attractive by both locals and by people and investors from outside; furthermore the
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neighborhoods are described as livable, and increasingly popular among a young and creative
middle class (Sipos 2011: 656f).

3.4 Gentrification in Stockholm
The history of urban and regional planning in Sweden is discussed by Hedin et al (2011) and
Andersson et al (2010). These articles are of human geographic and urban and regional
planning character, and are mainly focusing on housing issues, and how they are developed as
a result of neoliberalization. Sweden’s history from most of the second part of the 20th
century is based on a strong focus on welfare, which until the 1980s also covered housing
policies. Those had generally an egalitarian focus, aiming at reducing disparities between
different neighborhoods and social classes (Hedin et al 2011: 444ff). One part of this was the
Million Program, a project to create affordable housing of decent standard, to guarantee
decent housing also for less well-off people. Physically this took form of blocks of high-rise
concrete buildings in several suburbs of the cities (Andersson et al 2010: 237). However,
economic crises in the 1970s fed the debate over the sustainability of welfare policies, and
neoliberal visions became more popular. This led to successive neoliberal reforms from the
mid-80s. The focus became less egalitarian and it became successively more popular to invest
in the attractiveness of neighborhoods outwards for investors and new possible residents, than
feeding social needs inwards for the already residing people. The right-wing governments
between 1991-1994 and 2006-2014 speeded up this development, with for example changes
in tenure-form to condominium1 and in 2008, the introduction of owner-occupied housing
(Hedin et al 2011: 444ff).
Since 1989, regeneration in Stockholm has generally targeted at revitalizing and expanding
the inner-city, to make it more livable, with a larger amount of residential housing, business
and leisure activities (Stahre 2007: 99ff). Residentially, the inner-city has been a big target of
the changes in tenure-forms, and there is a large amount of attractive condominiums,
attracting the middle and upper classes, hence the share of inhabitants in the inner-city has
largely moved to the upper segments of society (Stahre 2007: 105). Millard-Ball discusses the
upcome of Creative Neighborhoods – attractive central neighborhoods targeting young
residents with well-paid jobs and no children. At the same time less well-off families are in
practice economically forced to move to suburbs with cheaper housing (Millard-Ball 2000:
1675ff).
A concrete example of an inner-city area, which has been a case of gentrification, is the
Södermalm Island, which makes up most of the southern part of the inner-city. This is a
former working-class area, which has been hyped up by artists and the like, and hence being
created an attractive image, therefore worth to invest in and revitalize. Södermalm has
therefore got a big share of urban regenerating policies. The area has been a big target of the
deregulation of the housing market, and condominium is today by far the most common
tenure form of the area. Furthermore investments have been made in business and leisure
1

Swedish: bostadsrätt
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functions, and the area has been made more livable, for example squares have been renovated.
Today, this is a popular area among a growing middle class (Stahre 2007: 105ff). In sum, the
areas of research in the two cities are therefore former working-class areas in the southern part
of the inner-city, which have run through a large amount of urban renewal and gentrification,
and are today mainly attracting the middle-classes.

4. Theories, Perspectives and Concepts in the Study
This thesis is mainly about analyzing subjective thoughts and emotions about how people
experience interdependent relations with their societal environment over time. It is hence
optimal to adopt a Humanist Geographic theoretical approach. This approach, unlike, the
positivist one, takes into account the circumstances that humans are complex and
unpredictable subjects. It also respects that the environments where humans exist are unique,
and it respects both the physical and social environment of humans, including also the
political circumstances and discourses (Nayak & Jeffrey 2011: 54). According to Entrikin and
Tepple, this approach sees structures and social discourses in a society as grounds for the
interdependence between people and their environment. Places are defined as arenas for
processes of this interdependence. Humanistic Geography looks for no objective truth or
meanings, but for subjectively perceived meanings. Humans are in this sense seen to both
produce and themselves be influenced by the local societal discourses (Entrikin & Tepple
2006: 31).
This approach relates to Agnew’s definition of Place/Space Dynamics in today’s geography,
where places are said to exist within space, as arenas for shaping relations between humans
themselves, and humans and their society, i.e. relations with and within society (Agnew 2005:
12ff). This suites well for this study, as the main research question is how people in a given
society and neighborhood perceive the developments that have (or have not) occurred in their
environment - emotions and experiences grounded in the local discourses. It is also a useful
approach as I study areas in two different societies, where the discourses are surely differing,
and there is a need to get into and analyze the similarities and differences of both societies’
discourses.
To make the part of analysis clear, this section also intends to clarify some major concepts
used within the study. Two major concepts are renewal and gentrification. As discussed in the
literature review section, the difference between these two concepts is about intentions and
outcome. Most cases of gentrification, not least the cases in this study are related to renewal
policies, and i.e. projects initiated by either public or private financiers, with the objective of
increasing the socio-economic and sometimes cultural value of the targeted areas. In this
sense, the terms renewal or regeneration in this thesis, are referring to the objectives of the
actors initiating the investments in the areas. On the other hand, the literature review has
shown that gentrification is the socio-economic result in the cases where these renewal
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policies lead to changes in economic values, rent prices and the socio-economic composition
of areas. Therefore the results will be the meaning of the term gentrification within this thesis.
Another important term for the thesis is authenticity or nostalgia. This term is concentrating
on the subjective perceptions of areas, by inhabitants – to analyze in what way they define the
character of the own area (district or neighborhood), to what extent there is a common
perception of what makes the own place unique. Because truly authentic places are hard to
find in constantly changing urban environments, the debate about authenticity does normally
not refer to true uniqueness, but more to what people in different areas and belonging to
different socio-economic or cultural groups, consider as authentic, and which produces
nostalgic feelings about an environment. This is a phenomenon that may cause tension in
urban areas (not least in gentrified areas), just because of the different visions of authenticity
or nostalgia by different groups, and also because the changing of certain neighborhoods may
cause feelings of a loss in authenticity (Zukin 2011: 19ff).
The term authenticity is though a criticized concept. The main critique is formulated in an
article by Mark Isitt, in the Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter (DN) from 2011. Isitt is
discussing that authenticity is a rather naïve term, which is focusing on a need of a national
political agenda to enable the individuals to counter the capitalistic and deterministic market
development. According to him, it is unclear how authenticity is in fact defined, and how it
can be measured. The thought about authenticity is then rather a thought built on a romantic
nostalgia, which is an illusion (Isitt 2011). The concept of authenticity is used as a major
concept within the study. This is because both the advocates and the critics define it as
relating to subjective emotions, and the subjective emotions of the respondents are the red
thread within this thesis. Even if authenticity is seen as an illusion, it is said to exist as an
emotion within people’s minds. One of the major tasks within the thesis is therefore to
analyze whether the respondents of the researched areas are thinking nostalgically about their
areas and eventually perceived authentic characteristics about them.

5. Methods, Design and Format issues
5.1 Methods and Design
The main part of the research consists of in-depth interviews. That is because the main target
is to go in-depth into how people experience and think about their environment and how it has
changed over time. The focus lies on how interdependent relations between people and their
environment are shaped. In this sense, what is analyzed are discourses and complex subjective
thinking. This requires qualitative ethnographic methods of research, for example in-depth
interviews, to thoroughly investigate how people think and how they experience their
environment and why. This is because human thinking is not a quantitatively measurable task,
but should be more deeply analyzed within its own context (Nayak & Jeffrey 2011: 53f). Indepth interviews may therefore be a good method to investigate how gentrification is
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perceived by people living in neighborhoods with uneven amounts of gentrification, in
Budapest and Stockholm respectively, and why they think in a certain way about the topic.
One potential challenge with the interviews in this study in different countries was the cultural
issue. It may have caused difficulties when the cultural background of the researcher differs
from the interviewees’ (Valentine 2005: 124f). This threat was though largely reduced in my
case because of my multicultural background, being born and raised in Sweden, but having
two parents from Hungary and a large amount of relatives and friends living in Hungary, and
frequent visits to the country from my side. Therefore I have proper experiences of both
countries’ cultures, and was able to conduct the interviews without cultural obstacles.
Weighing the need for a wide amount of primary data against the time restrictions for the
study the amount of respondents was decided to be around 7-10 persons in each city. About
two thirds of the respondents should reside in the areas of research (or having moved out
maximum one year ago), and one third should be businessmen. In practice, most of the
businessmen within the study do in fact also live in the areas of research. The themes during
the interviews have been the following ones; how the interviewees perceive their socioeconomic status, and how this is related to their place of residence. The interviewees’
connections to their area - how long time the interviewees (and eventually their family) have
lived in the area, what connections people have to the area and how they feel about the
characteristics and changes in the area (to sort out whether there are emotions of authenticity).
How respondents experience eventual kinds of engagement for the area from the residents’
side, how they believe the present political circumstances to affect the area, and the residents’
level of engagement or possibilities to act for it. The interview themes are presented in detail
in Appendix 2. The respondents were interviewed one-by-one for about half an hour. Two of
the respondents from each city (Ingrid and Martin – Mother and Son, and Mária and Balázs –
a couple) were though interviewed at the same time. If the interviewees gave their permission,
the interviews were recorded, and notes were also taken. If an interviewee disagreed upon the
recording, there were only notes taken. The latter case happened only one time in Budapest.
One respondent from Budapest – Tivadar, was contacted after the field trip, and is
interviewed on telephone. Here too, only notes were taken.
Coming to the sampling of respondents, an effective method for this research is snowballing.
Prior to the study I knew at least one person in each area. These persons have been able to
recommend me further respondents, who in turn have been able to recommend further
respondents. This is also an effective way of ensuring a trustful relationship with respondents.
The weakness is however the need to use different starting points to not recruit too similar
people, which can be difficult in areas where I do not know so many people (Valentine 2005:
117). An alternative sampling method is theoretical sampling. This method is about choosing
respondents on the basis of theoretically defined categories of attributes (e.g. age, gender or
socio-economic status), and continue to form the categories during the process of interviews.
The weakness with this sampling method is that it is hard to define the adequate amount of
respondents. Furthermore, it is a bit vaguely described in the literature how to actually find
and recruit the respondents, if you do not know where to find them initially (Bryman 2008:
393 & 434ff). To sum up the sampling issues, the snowballing method helped me to get a
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springboard in contacting respondents, while the theoretical sampling method helped me to
get a variation of respondents. My sampling method for the thesis was therefore a fruitful
combination of snowballing and theoretical sampling, where I asked the starting respondents
to recommend me further respondents according to certain properties, for example age,
gender, resident and/or businessman.
The basis of respondents contains of 11 people from Stockholm, Södermalm and 9 people
from Budapest, Ferencváros. This means that the basis for Stockholm is slightly bigger.
However there are enough respondents from both cities to give a proper amount of the
illustrative knowledge, which is the aim of the thesis. These respondents live or work in
different parts of the research areas, to provide a geographic mix of respondents, and search
for eventual geographical differences within the districts. In Budapest 4 of the respondents are
women, and 5 are men. In Stockholm, there is a slightly less even gender mix with 7 women
and 4 men. There are however enough women and men in both cities to provide a varied
basis. The age-span of the respondents is varied between young, middle-aged and elderly
people in both cities. The amount of middle-aged and elderly respondents is however bigger,
as my, now confirmed, presumption was that those respondents have seen larger amounts of
changes. Unfortunately, very few of the respondents have spent less than five years in their
areas; therefore the time spent in the area is not a variable in the analysis.
To be able to put the primary data in the right context, there is though a need for a
complement with secondary data, in form of information about policies and socio-economic
indicators in the area. Therefore I have also analyzed information about implemented
planning policies at local level in both cities. Furthermore I have also analyzed certain socioeconomic statistics about the areas of research. These statistics are indicators of average or
mean income, and real estate prices per m2 in the research areas from the 1980s or 90s, 2000
and 2012-15, depending on the first and last available numbers. Complimentary I have also
walked around within the districts of research and I have made visual observations about the
physical shape of the areas, the social life and the existing businesses. I have also documented
this last part by making photos of streets, squares and landmarks. The photos in the thesis are
all taken by me (the author). With one respondent from each area, I have also walked around
in the respective area and listened to the respondents’ own stories about their home areas.

5.2 Ethical Issues
One of the certainly most important ethical points of this thesis is about Anonymity and
Confidentiality. According to the principles described by both the Swedish Research Council
and by Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias (1996), the most important points coming to
informed consent, anonymity and confidentiality is to clearly inform the respondents about
the aim of the research, and also to be clear about anonymizing process, i.e. to inform the
respondents how their personal information will be treated (Swedish Research Council: 68ff
& Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias 1996: 81ff & 88ff). The topic of this thesis is highly
based on subjective emotions and thoughts, and aims at gathering knowledge about how the
respondents think and feel about their socio-economic status and their connections to their
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living environment. It means that the thesis is based on rather sensitive topics. Therefore the
respondents were well-informed about the aim of illustrating the emotions residents have for
their environment and that the interview was searching for subjective information about their
own emotions and perceived status. There was of course also an opportunity of refusal. An
important ethical principle for the work was therefore to not disclose the names of the
respondents, but to use fictitious names. The difficult task was however to not give too much
detailed personal information, making it easy to disclose the identity of the respondents, for
example information about where in the area they live or work. This was a challenge when the
purpose on the other hand was to give nuanced knowledge about the respondents’ connections
to the area.
Another important ethical issue with the thesis is about law and moral. Referring to what is
stated by the Swedish Research Council in relation to this, it can be said that it is generally an
important point wen conducting research, to be clear with laws of research and customs of
less official research moral. However this issue became even more important in this thesis due
to the fact that it was conducted in two different countries. It is stated that there is a variation
about the geographical extent of laws and customs, about which ones are more or less
universal and which ones that are valid for specific countries (Swedish Research Council:
19ff). This research was conducted in Sweden and Hungary respectively. Therefore it was on
the one hand side important to be familiar with the laws of research for both countries. On the
other hand it was also important to have some knowledge about cultural customs of both
countries, to better understand the research moral of each country. This issue is also discussed
in the methods chapter, and there it is stated that this issue was solved by my existing
background in both countries.

5.3 Issues about Format
When writing a thesis, there are obviously some important points about formalities to follow.
These are stated by The Chicago Manual of Style. The first two important issues are those
about Grammar and Usage and about Spelling, Distinctive Treatment of Words, and
Compounds. These issues are important because a ground principle of a well-written thesis is
that it should have a correct use of language, to give a serious impression and hence to be able
to be convincing. It is though also important to give the thesis a good structure and a key for
this structure, to make it easy for the reader to navigate through the thesis. Therefore the point
about Indexes is also important. Furthermore, the point about Illustrations and Tables is also
an important one. That is because it is a constructive method to illustrate a work with for
example pictures or graphs to make it more interesting and understandable for the readers.
Therefore it is important to be able to use this in a proper way, to make the work logic.
Another important point is about Names and Terms. This is a broad field, because a thesis
may contain a large amount of names of for example persons, places or organizations that are
to be described correctly (The Chicago Manual of Style Online).
Beside of the issues of description above, there are also some important points which are
more describing the principles of referring. One important point here is about Quotations and
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Dialogue. In a thesis one is always referring to others’ research, which has to be correctly
done. However, in theses built on qualitative methods like interviews (like this thesis); it is
also a key to know how to cite and refer to the material evolving from the interview. The final
two important points are those about Documentation, which are about Notes and Bibliography
and Author-Date References. It is a very basic principle of academic writing to cite and refer
correctly; therefore it is highly important to be familiar with the principles and systems for
referencing (The Chicago Manual of Style Online).

6. The Areas of Research and their Changes
6.1 Ferencváros
6.1.1 Description of the Area

Ferencváros became part of Budapest in 1879, shortly after the unification of Buda, Óbuda
and Pest in 1873, forming the unified Capital Budapest. The name of the district means
Francistown or Franktown, and is referring to Francis I, King of Hungary 1792-1835.
Ferencváros is since then forming the ninth district of Budapest, lying on the flat Pest-side, on
the east coast of the Danube River, just south of the fifth district, which is the financial center
of the City (ferencvaros.hu). The area of the district is 1253 hectares, and the population size
was 59 019 inhabitants in 2014 (Gazetteer of Hungary 2014: 33). The analysis of the changes
below demonstrates that Ferencváros has traditionally been a working class district, but is (at
least partly) becoming more of a middle class district.
The district can be divided into three major parts – Inner Ferencváros, Central Ferencváros
and Outer Ferencváros. Inner Ferencváros is in practice forming a natural continuation of the
city center southwards. This part has since becoming a part of the capital been characterized
by a city-like dense building structure, and it has always been well-connected with the citycenter of Budapest (ferencvaros.hu).

Ráday utca is one of the major streets in Inner Ferencváros
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Central Ferencváros has until the beginning of the 1990s been characterized by a city-like
building structure, reminding of Inner Ferencváros, along the major roads only. The rest of
this part of the district was until this time mainly characterized by a more rural style of
building structure, with low-rise and small buildings. Furthermore, the condition of the
buildings were in a bad condition The rehabilitation of this part, which is described below,
brought to this part of the district, a modern and more city-like building structure. During the
2000s, also along the bank of Danube, and along the road Soroksári út there has been created
a modern neighborhood consisting of both residential and office buildings. This area is called
Milleniumi Városközpont (Millennial City-center) (ferencvaros.hu).

Mester utca – one of the main streets in Central Ferencváros

The National Theatre, office buildings and residential buildings in the Millennial City Center (Milleniumi
Városközpont)

Outer Ferencváros is mainly consisting of industrial sites, and one of Budapest’s main
freight railway stations. There is however one major residential area in this part, namely the
József Attila lakótelep (Attila József Microdistrict). This is a microdistrict of the traditional
Soviet large-scale style; hence it is more of a suburb-like area in comparison to Inner and
nowadays also Central Ferencváros. However the József Attila area is described to be a
relatively friendly and livable microdistrict with a lot of green spaces (ibid.).
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Attila József microdistrict (József Attila lakótelep) with a rather big amount of green spaces

Some of the major roads of Ferencváros are Üllői út and Soroksári út along the Western and
(North)Eastern edges of the district respectively, the Ferenc Körút (part of the Great
Boulevard of Budapest) between Inner and Central Ferencváros, Haller utca forming the
outer edge of Central Ferencváros, and Könyves Kálmán körút (part of the Outer Boulevard)
in Outer Ferencváros. One of the major squares of Ferencváros is Bakáts tér in Inner
Ferencváros, which houses the district’s mayor’s office and the parish church of Ferencváros
(ferencvaros.hu).

The Grand Boulevard is running through Ferencváros under the name Ferenc körút

Bakáts tér in Inner Ferencváros, with the District’s Mayor’s Office and the Parish Church of Ferencváros

Some major institutions and attractions within Ferencváros are the Great Market Hall –
Budapest’s main (traditional) food market in a majestic gothic building (budapestcity.org), the
Zwack Unicum spirit distillery, the New National Theatre and the Palace of Arts, the Museum
of Applied Arts with its majestic Art Nouveau building (iranymagyarorszag.hu), and the
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Bálna (Whale) Cultural Centre, located in an old custom’s house on the bank of the Danube
(balnabudapest.hu).

The Central Market Hall from in- and outside

The National Theatre and The Palace of Arts from the Danube

Budapest from the Danube with Inner Ferencváros and the Whale (Bálna) Cultural Center to the right

Ferencváros is also well-known for its sports’ team Ferencvárosi Torna Club (FTC),
popularly known as Fradi. It is by far the most popular team in Hungary, and also one of the
most successful teams. The most known section of Fradi is the football section, which is the
most successful football team of Hungary with 28 Hungarian League titles, 21 Hungarian Cup
titles and One-time winner of the UEFA Inter-Cities Fairs Cup (1965). (The 21st Cup Title
was achieved during the writing of this thesis). The colors of Fradi are green and white, and
the Club’s mascot is an eagle (fradi.hu). The club is described as popular within the district
also by several respondents in this study.
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The old stadium of Fradi – Albert Stadion, and the new one – Groupama Aréna

6.1.2 Renewal Policies and Changes

The part of Ferencváros which has experienced by far the most of the renewal policies, and
where one can see the biggest patterns of gentrification is Central Ferencváros. These
changes are described in the articles about urban planning and gentrification, which are
discussed in the theoretical chapter. Furthermore they are also described in an official
document from the local district government about the renovations, and in an official
document by the international real estate company Fédération Internationale Des Professions
Immobiliéres (FIABCI), active in the process. This creates a good balance in the material, as
the official documents provide one with concrete and detailed information about the actions,
but the scientific articles are discussing the negative effects in a more open and detailed way.
As mentioned in the general description of the district, prior to the renewal actions there were
only bigger buildings in decent shape along the main roads of this area, the rest of the area
had a largely run-down shape and almost a rural character – the generally small buildings and
their apartments were in a bad condition. Furthermore there were also big socio-economic
problems and a large amount of a poor and disadvantaged population in this part of the district
(Gegesy 1998: 1, FIABCI1998: 14 & Sipos 2011: 649f).
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Liliom utca is located within the rehabilitated SEM IX Area in Central Ferencváros

The renovation came into action in the early 1990s, after the regime change. It was done
according to a French urban planning and regeneration model called Société d’Economie
Mixte (SEM), and was called as the Rehabilitation of Ferencváros. The project was
coordinated by the IX. District self-governing body, but private investors were recruited for
the planning and construction work of the new building stock. The rehabilitation brought with
it a large amount of demolition of the old building stock being in the worst shape. These
buildings were not seen to be possible to renovate. Basically most of the preserved buildings
were historical buildings which were not allowed to be touched upon. This has also caused a
large amount of displacement of inhabitants living in the run-down and demolished buildings.
A principle from the local government at the district level was to guarantee new
accommodation for the displaced population. This principle has been followed, however a
large part of the displaced population have not been able to get their new accommodation
within the district of Ferencváros, but within neighboring districts with lower rent costs.
Coming to the physical changes of the area, there is now mainly a new, technically modern
building stock. Furthermore, there has been a restructuring of the infrastructure, with an
increase of parks and other green spaces, several pedestrian roads and roads with increased
area for pedestrians and reduced space for car traffic, and also car parks beneath ground level.
There has also been an increase in cultural, shopping and leisure services. Coming to the
population, there has been a change, making the effects of the rehabilitation a case of
gentrification. This can be seen in the fact that the disadvantaged population, as mentioned,
has in large not been able to return because of the increased rent costs. Instead the area with
its prices and facilities has been attracting many young well-off people. In 1998 this
rehabilitation was awarded the FIABCI Prix d’Excellence, which is awarded for the most
qualitative and innovative real estate projects (Gegesy 1998: 1ff, FIABCI 1998: 14, Kovács
2009: 412f, Kovács et al 2013: 29 & Sipos 2011: 649ff).
Coming to the rest of Ferencváros, the ongoing renovations and changes are clearly more
modest. These are described at the official webpage of Ferencváros. According to that page,
the changes in Inner Ferencváros are mainly about creating a more flourishing and livable
area, reducing the car traffic, and create more spaces for pedestrians, and to increase the
cultural, shopping and leisure facilities. Coming to Outer Ferencváros, the renovation actions
are concentrated to the Attila József Microdistrict. During the late 1990s and early 2000s there
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has been a project about increasing the green spaces and vegetation within the microdistrict,
which has made it Budapest’s greenest microdistrict. The ongoing plans consist of consulting
with the population about investments in transport and the reducing of car traffic. There are
also plans about renovations of the buildings according to modern standards, in order to
increase their values. This should however also be consulted with the population, in order to
facilitate for them to be able to stay in the area for a long term. In this sense this seems to be
planning from a bottom-up perspective (ferencvaros.hu).

Pedestrian part of Ráday utca in Inner Ferencváros

6.2 Södermalm
6.2.1 Description of the Area

Södermalm is located on a hilly island just south of the city center of Stockholm
(Områdesprogram för Södermalm 1997: 3ff). This means that relatively, Södermalm has a
similar position within Stockholm, as Ferencváros in Budapest, but the physical geography is
different. The area of Södermalm is 800 hectares (Statistisk Årsbok 2015: 91), but the
population is significantly larger than in Ferencváros - 126 154 inhabitants in 2013 (Statistisk
Årsbok: 2015: 26). Until 2007, Södermalm consisted of the Stockholm Municipality-districts
Katarina-Sofia and Maria-Gamla Stan, but since the re-organization of districts in 2007,
Södermalm is one district (Statistisk Årsbok för Stockholm 2008: 25f & 101). More than the
concrete island of Södermalm, also the islands Gamla Stan (Old Town), Riddarholmen,
Reimersholme and Långholmen, as well as the area Södra Hammarbyhamnen are parts of the
district of Södermalm (Statistisk Årsbok för Stockholm 2015: 91). This study however
concentrates only on the island of Södermalm, with the exception that one of the respondents
lives at Reimersholme. The island of Södermalm is approximately 570 hectares and the
population was slightly under 103 000 inhabitants in 2013 (ibid.).
Coming to the physical shape and the building stock, Södermalm is a rather diverse area. It
consists of both older areas with buildings from either the late 19th Century or the first half of
the 20th Century, and some relatively new areas, built in the 1960s, 70s 80s and 90s
(Områdesprogram för Södermalm 1997: 3ff).
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Late 19th Century and early 20th Century buildings in Södermalm

These newer areas are sometimes built on previous industrial sites, or old lakes, like the area
around Södra Station (Southern Railway Station), built in the early 1990s over the former lake
Fatburen, on areas which previously were railway yards, or over still existing and overdecked railway tracks (stockholmskallan.se). In this thesis, neighborhoods built before 1950
are defined as old areas, and neighborhoods built after 1950 are defined as new areas.

The area around Södra station is a rather new area
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The area around Södra station is a rather new area

There are also plenty of parks and green spaces within Södermalm, the two biggest parks
being Tantolunden in (South)Western Södermalm and Vita Bergen in Eastern Södermalm.
Some of the major roads of Södermalm are Hornsgatan and Folkungagatan running in EastWest direction on the Western and Eastern sides respectively, Götgatan, running in NorthSouth direction in the center of Södermalm, and Ringvägen, forming a half-circle in the
Western and Southern parts of Södermalm. Furthermore, one of the major squares of
Södermalm is Medborgarplatsen, located centrally on the island (Områdesprogram för
Södermalm 1997: 3ff).

Götgatan (left) and Hornsgatan (right) are two major roads in Södermalm
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Medborgarplatsen is a major square in Södermalm

Another typical aspect of Södermalm is the image of the area as a cultural hotspot. In cultural
circles the area is considered to have a special soul and feeling, and it has been a popular area
of residence for cultural profiles, even before the regeneration, when the area was still a
working-class district (Franzén 2005: 59 & Stahre 2007: 105).
Furthermore, just like Ferencváros, Södermalm is also home to a well-supported green and
white sports team, with a large activity base and many sections, namely Hammarby
Idrottsförening (HIF), popularly known as Bajen. The club is grounded in Södermalm and
many of its sections are based there as well, even though the old and the new home grounds of
the football team, Söderstadion and Tele2 Arena, are located just south of Södermalm
(iof4.idrottsonline.se/HammarbyIdrottsforening). The team has a very large fan-base in
Södermalm and in the areas south of Södermalm (Grimlund 2004 & Lundberg 2012).

Tifo’s from Bajen’s Fans in the old Söderstadion, and the new Tele2 Arena
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6.2.2 Renewal Policies and Changes

The changes between the 1970s and 1990 are described by Franzén (2005), in an article in the
Journal of the Housing and the Built Environment, i.e. in an article with urban planning and
residential issues in focus. The changes from the 1990s until today are discussed in detail by
Stahre (2007), in his mentioned book about Stockholm. As mentioned, Södermalm is an area
that prior to the 1970s was predominantly a working-class area. It was an area with a lot of
social problems, and the housing stock was in a bad shape. Most of the apartments were
small, and lacked basic amenities, such as running water. The beginning of the renewal
policies of Södermalm saw a large part of the apartments be taken over by the municipality,
with the aim of renovating them according to modern standards. Today, there is a mix in the
size of the apartments in Södermalm, with both smaller and larger apartments, however all of
them feature god standard. Since the beginning of the renovation there has been a steady
change in tenure form, with condominiums becoming more and more common (Franzén
2005: 59). It can therefore be seen that the renewal policies of Södermalm came into action
approximately two decades before the renewal policies of Ferencváros.
Another difference in comparison to Ferencváros lies in the political structure, both at the
official and the unofficial level. This has also kept the changes in Södermalm less radical,
with for example only a modest amount of demolition and a lack of concrete displacement.
First of all, there was during the 1970s and 80s a political system less open for private actors
to take part in the regeneration. Furthermore the population had a greater voice, in the form of
different kinds of movements expressing residential demands. These movements are said to
be rooted in the traditions of Södermalm, being a predominantly left-wing and working-class
area. The 1970s were the years when the planning ideas in Sweden were most modernist and
radical, and hence this was the period when the housing stock of Södermalm should have
been most threatened. However, it was also during this period when the movement of the
Södermalm residents was the most radical, reducing the effects of regeneration, especially
demolition. However, even during the 1980s, when both the planning policies and the
residential movements became less radical, there was still a continuation of negotiation
between residents and politicians, coming to issues as renovations or rents (Franzén 2005:
63ff).
The development of the 1970s-1980s showed a relatively balanced form of development and
regeneration, and a lack of real gentrification as an effect. However, the 1990s until today
show another image, with an occurring “soft” form of gentrification, in comparison to
Ferencváros. This means still no demolition or concrete displacement, but a socio-economic
change due to economic policies and investments. This was largely due to further tenure form
changes, and a large increase of condominiums and increasing rent costs. This has created a
population change, where less well-off people are less able to afford to buy or maintain
apartments, and the area is instead attracting a new middle class. Furthermore, the new
financially strong middle class, in combination with the cultural myths about Södermalm, has
also made the district an attractive area to start business in. There has been a large increase of
restaurants and cafés, and of cultural, leisure and also financial services in Södermalm,
leading to further increases in real estate costs. Even though this development is true for the
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whole of Södermalm, the area described as the most striking example of the new hip and
trendy culture, is the area in Eastern Södermalm, south of Folkungagatan, popularly known as
SoFo. (Stahre 2007: 105ff). In sum, both Södermalm and Ferencváros (especially the Central
part) have like wisely transformed from being a disadvantaged working class area to an area
popular among a new middle class (not least young people), popular to invest in, and
expensive for less well-off people. The difference lies in the time aspect - where Södermalm
began its changes some twenty years earlier, and also in the path of transformation - where the
regeneration of Ferencváros has been more top-down, while Södermalm has had some
difference eras, with a regeneration as first an effect of negotiation and then of neoliberal
restructuring.

Nytorget – the heart of the SoFo-area

7. The Economic Development of the Areas of Research
The main topic with the thesis is to analyze the respondents’ subjective emotions about the
developments within the area. However to put these emotions into a concrete context, some
numbers about the development of income and real estate prices are presented. The concrete
indicators are the mean or median income of the areas of research compared to the average for
the city in total, and average real estate prices per m2 of the areas compared to the average for
city in total. The aim is to present it back to 1985; however few numbers are available from
the 1980s. In the other cases the earliest achieved numbers are presented. For Budapest, there
is in general no data available before the regime change in 1989, due to large restructurings in
the databases and the economic system. The second time presented is around year 2000, and
the third time is the latest available number (around 2012-15). Despite the lack of numbers for
all years there is however a sufficient amount of numbers to trace the biggest changes in both
variables in both cities. The values are presented in the local currencies. That is because the
aim is not to compare the absolute values across the cities, but the tendencies of development.
The diagrams and tables with the values are presented in appendix 3.
The median and mean incomes for Stockholm are presented in the Statistical Year-books for
Stockholm from 1988 (presenting 1985), 2004 (presenting 2001) and 2015 (presenting 2012).
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The biggest weakness with these statistics is that the numbers for 1985 (in the 1988document) are presenting the median income, while the other two year-books are presenting
the mean income. In this sense, the numbers for 1985 are not exactly the same indicators as
for the other two years. The numbers are in general presented according to age the groups 1619-year-olds, 20-64-year-olds, and 65-year-olds and older. The mean for these numbers are
then counted by me. What can be seen is that the income of Södermalm has risen much faster
than for Stockholm. In 1985 the median income for Södermalm was 61 795 SEK, compared
to 215 125 SEK for Stockholm. In 2001 the mean income for Södermalm (222 867) had just
passed the Stockholm average (221 600 SEK). The last number from 2012 states that the
average for Södermalm (330 500 SEK) still lies slightly over the city average (313 933 SEK).
(Statistisk Årsbok för Stockholm 1988: 231, 2004: 328, 2015: 293). The average real estate
values per m2 for Stockholm, and the average for Södermalm in 2015 are presented by the
Swedish broker site Mäklarstatistik (Broker Statistics). The average numbers for Södermalm
could only be found reaching back to 1996, within an article by Lennart Arnstad from 2000 in
the Swedish newspaper Aftonbladet. Unfortunately there is no table or concrete numbers
within this article, only a graph, so the values are rounded to the nearest 1000 SEK. The
average for Södermalm in 1996 (approximately 11 000 SEK) lied just under the average for
Stockholm (11 124 SEK). Since then, the average for Södermalm (around 27 000 SEK in
2000, and 77 804 SEK in 2015) has steadily increased in relation to the Stockholm average
(23 794 in 2000, and 63 206 SEK in 2015) (mäklarstatistik.se, Arnstad 2000).
The average incomes for Ferencváros and Budapest are available for 2005 and 2013. The
2005 numbers are presented in a document by the Hungarian Central Office for Statistics
(Központi Statistikai Hivatal – KSH). The numbers for 2013 are deriving from the Hungarian
Tax and Customs Agency (Nemzeti Adó- és Vámhivatal – NAV), but are presented in an article
by András Kiss in the newspaper Metropol from 2014. These latter numbers are indicating the
monthly income. I have therefore multiplied the numbers by twelve to get the yearly income.
Just like some of the real estate values from Södermalm, these 2005 numbers of income are
also only presented in a diagram, and hence rounded to the nearest million HUF. In 2005 the
mean income of Ferencváros (1 900 000 HUF) lied slightly under the Budapest average
(2 000 000 HUF). In 2013 the average for Ferencváros (2 799 264 HUF) had passed the
average for Budapest (2 747 292 HUF), however only slightly (KSH: Budapesti Mozaik 3.
Szám: 13, Kiss 2014). That means that the relative development of Ferencváros is at the
moment at a later stage and more modest in relation to Södermalm, even if there if a relative
growth. The average real estate values per m2 for Budapest and Ferencváros are available for
2000 and 2013, and are retrieved from an e-mail contact with the help desk for the Hungarian
Central Office for Statistics. This development is also more modest compared to Södermalm,
even if there is a relative increase for Ferencváros. The 2000 value for Ferencváros is 115 000
HUF, compared with 126 000 for Budapest. The 2013 value for Ferencváros is 241 000 HUF,
compared with 226 000 HUF for Budapest (E-mail contact with KSH).
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8. The Findings from the Interviews
The results from the interviews in the different cities are presented first separately and then
compared to each other. The separate analyses of the cities are divided into three major
themes which answer the research questions. These themes are Social cohesion and its
change, the perceived economic situation of the areas and its change and Place identity and
feelings of a ‘city in the city’. Furthermore the results are analyzed in relation to where within
the analyzed areas the respondents live, and in relation to the respondents’ age.

8.1 Budapest – Ferencváros
The respondents in Budapest are 9 people, of which 5 are men and 4 are women. 6 of the
respondents are for the moment only residents of Ferencváros (one of them has previously
had an own business within the district and has also been politically active at the district
level). One respondent is both a resident and a businessman within the district. One person
moved from Ferencváros a year ago, and one person has a business in Ferencváros but is not
living there.
8.1.1 Social Cohesion and its Change

The image of the social cohesion and its development over time in Ferencváros is a relatively
dispersed one, which is by large depending on the age of the respondents, and on where
within the district the respondents are living. There seem to be, however different sources for
social networks and engagement, even though the respondents see this hampered by the sociopolitical situation. These issues are analyzed in this section.
One commonly mentioned source for local initiatives and engagement seems to be
engagement at the neighborhood level. Bogi (22) and András (appr. 35) are mentioning
common gardens, with the aim of increasing the green spaces and the livability as a common
phenomenon. This is further discussed under the second last paragraph of the section, the one
of environmental and healthy lifestyle. Furthermore Balázs (65) and Mária (58) are talking
about initiatives by themselves, and some neighbors within the Attila József microdistrict, like
for example maintenance work or gardening. They describe it as a relatively limited, but yet
existing phenomenon.
Even if there seems to be a certain amount of social engagement and cohesion, many
respondents indicate that this is largely limited, because of the political and economic
structures. In this context, most of the respondents also claim that the political engagement is
largely seen as meaningless, and therefore not a common pattern. Flóra’s (74) experience is
that people would have the will to create local interest groups, but the economic
circumstances are not there; “Practically, there are groups within the district that would do
something for the district, for real. But the problem is that, for these things, civil movements,
there is not enough money, or anything. So, without the money it is very difficult.”(Flóra 74).
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Flóra also claims that the actual political governments at the local level are not spending the
money evenly among the districts. Ferencváros is one of the districts, which according to her
does not receive enough money, which further hampers the possibilities for local interest
groups. Balázs (65) and László (60) mean that the present political situation is a big negative
factor, coming to the social life because of the conflicts, which arise between the people
supporting the different political sides. They also see this political climate as disadvantageous
when it comes to raise engagement among people. This is not least described as a generational
issue by them, discussed below. Etelka (75) says that she does not know about any local
initiatives to reach changes at the district level, what she can say is that she is generally
unhappy with the corrupt political system. On the question how she believes the current
political situation to affect people’s level of engagement, she answers that these negative
political structures will for sure have a negative influence on people’s ambitions to lobby for
changes. According to Bogi (22), it is a national phenomenon that people lose their hope for
changes in the politics, and more and more people rather want to leave the country than fight
for changes. In this sense she does not see Ferencváros as an either positive or negative
exception.
Political engagement from the residents’ side is in general not a commonly mentioned source
of social cohesion or engagement, because of the reasons above. However, there is one strong
opposite example of a form of engagement mentioned, which should be classified as politic,
and which is indicating a social responsibility. This is mentioned by Flóra (74), and it is about
the Mafia of Apartments. According to her, this was a local initiative from a group of
enthusiasts, who wanted to combat a phenomenon where elderly people were economically
fooled to sell their apartments. Flóra describes this phenomenon and the fight against it as
following;
“The mafia of apartments is a thing that…People were on this to convince a little bit older,
and let’s say…a bit stupid people to give them this and that, if they were allowed to buy their
apartments […]This mafia of apartments was thoroughly investigated by me and some others,
and we managed to eliminate it.”
(Flóra 74)
So, despite the not so favoring circumstances, there, at least, seem to have been some
examples of social engagement.
One of the clearest examples of communities at the neighborhood level, and maybe the
clearest example of the geographical differences are mentioned by the residents of the Attila
József microdistrict in Outer Ferencváros. Balázs (65) is describing the microdistrict as being
from its beginning, a harmonic area, with a friendly social environment. His wife Mária (58)
agrees with him and says that even if she would become rich, she would probably not want to
leave the area. She furthermore tells about a friend, who has left the area, something which
she regrets. This friend would like to return, but has at the moment no economic possibilities
to get any apartment within the microdistrict. On the other hand Balázs believes the
flourishing social life to have weakened during the years. According to him this is an effect of
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a generation change in combination with the political situation. Many people from the older
generations have passed away. Furthermore, while he believes those middle-aged and elderly
people who are mainly left-wing to be more for the older political structures (mainly leftwing), he believes the youngsters to be more right-wing. László (60) is describing the same
pattern of decay, coming to the social life, as he sees it. According to him, the previously
existing harmonic environment has been dispersed, because of the same reasons as stated by
Balázs (65). This means, partly because the fact that many from the older generations have
died, but also as a result of the political chaos, as the disparity between the different political
blocks has made the environment colder, and caused a generational clash between the
politically mostly left-wing middle-aged and elderly people, and the right-wing oriented
young people. Both Balázs and László mention also that there was a flourishing cultural life
in the bars, restaurants, cinemas and the like, which existed within the microdistrict. These
places have, though closed since that, and there is now no concrete place to gather anymore.
One form of social cohesion, which is indicating the born of a new and more hip character of
Ferencváros, is about a new healthy and environmentally friendly lifestyle. This phenomenon
is mostly mentioned by the respondents under 40 years of age. This new source for social life
is mentioned by András (appr. 35), who is the owner of the ecological and vegan bar.
According to him, there is a new lifestyle on the rise, which is based on health, environmental
awareness and a friendly milieu. During the short amount of time he has spent in Ferencváros,
he has not experienced the business culture of Ferencváros to a large extent; however he has
got a large amount of experience about the social relations. András states that; “There is a
flourishing social life. People are open-minded and they have a sense of humor. They share a
great responsibility for health and the environment. Here, it is not so much the money, which
is the most important for people.” (András, appr. 35). He further says that this new culture
creates a very strong local community, and he mentions the common gardens as the most
typical form of that. His conclusion of this is that he sees Ferencváros as the district with the
strongest form of local-patriotism in Budapest. Tivadar (30) sees a strong engagement among
young students (living in the district thanks to the presence of several universities) in creating
both spaces and communities for leisure, open for all kinds of people. Even Bogi (22) is
stating that she sees a strong local-community with environmental focus, in the form of the
common gardens, as mentioned above.
To sum up the image from the respondents of social cohesion in Ferencváros, the following
can be seen. There are obviously some initiatives in making something for the district, but
these initiatives seem obviously hampered by certain disparities. Among the disparities the
respondents mention political and economic conflicts and shortages, and generational
discrepancies of interests. Furthermore, the social image seems relatively dispersed between
the different parts of the district, where especially Outer Ferencváros seems to differ from the
Inner and Central parts.
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8.1.2 Perceived Economic Situation and its Change

When the respondents are speaking about how they perceive the economic situation of
Ferencváros, and how they experience the economic changes over the years, there emerge a
mix of positive and negative emotions, however in total there are more positive emotions
about the changes at the district level, especially in Central Ferencváros, which is the most
thoroughly regenerated part of the district.
One of the most striking emotions among the respondents is about the positive effect of the
rehabilitation during the 1990s. This view is however mostly prominent among the residents
and the businessmen within Central Ferencváros, and to some extent the residents of Inner
Ferencváros, however not so much in Outer Ferencváros. The social effects of the
rehabilitation is most thoroughly described by Central Ferencváros-resident and ex-politician
(at the district level) Flóra (74). She claims that the rehabilitation was not the kind of
regeneration, that’s effects the sociologists, would call gentrification. According to her all the
displaced residents of the demolished houses got new and civilized apartments. (According to
the literature, they did get new apartments, however most often not in Ferencváros (Kovács
2009: 413)). She also says that these residents had different choices about new apartments.
Furthermore, she mentions that the old buildings were in a terrible condition, and that these
uncivilized living conditions were great sources of social exclusion. She finally states that the
rehabilitation was not finalized to the extent which had been needed, due to economic
shortages, which in turn is mostly because of the corrupt political-economic system.
Also the interviewed businessmen agree that there has been a status-upgrading in the social
composition of the district. Zsolt (70), who has owned his tobacco and newspaper shop for
more than 50 years, states that the rehabilitation has brought with it a positive change for not
only the economy of the district, but also for the social life. He now believes the district as
harmonic, and he is happy with his customer base. András (appr. 35), who opened his bar
relatively newly, does however also see a great improvement, and is using an even more
striking rhetoric to express that. He says that the rehabilitation was good, because groups of
what he calls “unwanted people” have disappeared from the district. He believes that this has
made room for a new form of creative business, based on the new healthy and environmental
lifestyle, and he thinks that this has been very good for the local business culture. He also
refers to that a friend of him, who lives in Ferencváros, describes an unparalleled difference
between the old and the new social composition of the district. The residents from Inner
Ferencváros are also rather positive about this topic. Tivadar (30) from Inner Ferencváros also
see the disappearance of residents he calls ‘undereducated’ and ‘struggling for their
existence’, as positive. He believes the public security to have increased a lot. Furthermore,
Bogi (22) and Etelka (75), who are also living in Inner Ferencváros, describe the district to
have become more attractive as a consequence of the rehabilitation.
Another common pattern among the residents is to mention the physical investments to a
relatively high degree, in comparison to the social dimension. This tendency can be seen in all
three parts of Ferencváros. Balázs (65) and Mária (58) from Outer Ferencváros are prizing the
structured and green look of their microdistrict. László (60) from the same microdistrict is
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also crediting the investments in houses and apartments. Bogi (22), Etelka (75) and Tivadar
(30) from Inner Ferencváros all say that the renewal policies of the district have been good, as
the refreshed physical appearance of the buildings, streets, squares and parks, has made the
district a lot more attractive. This dimension is hence given a larger focus, by them, in
comparison to the social changes. However also Flóra (74), who talks a lot about the social
changes, put a rather high focus on the physical changes; “These streets were terrible, these
streets ahead here (ahead of her house – own note).And these were beautifully renovated”
(Flóra 74) she states. Unlike the other respondents focusing on physical investments, Flóra
however explicitly describes this as having a strong link to the social changes, as seen above.

Modern buildings in Central Ferencváros – Mester utca/Berzenczey utca & Tompa utca

An economic dimension that seems to bring pride among most of the residents of Ferencváros
is that the district is believed to be a center in culture and knowledge, and historically in the
food business of Budapest. László (60) describes Ferencváros as the most advanced and
flourishing district of Budapest, even if it is not the economically richest one. He sees this
pattern not only in the advanced infrastructure, but also in the fact that there are several
universities, theatres and other cultural institutions within the neighborhood. Balázs (65) is
talking about the historical role of Ferencváros as the center of the food business in Budapest.
This business was largely concentrated to the Central Market Hall, which still exists, and
which László proudly mentions to have been named the most beautiful market hall in the
world. Flóra (74) and Zsolt (70) are expressing a pride in that several cultural profiles, mostly
actors, have lived and live within the district during the years.
The most negative rhetoric can be found among the respondents in the Attila József
microdistrict in Outer Ferencváros. The respondents from this part of the district are barely
mentioning the rehabilitation at all. Here, what is criticized is the decay of the local business.
The critique is mainly expressed by Balázs (65) and his wife Mária (58). In general they are
happy with the economic situation of the microdistrict. They believe the infrastructure and
public transport to be good. Furthermore they think that the mix of the old residents, young
people and families with children gives the microdistrict a good social (and socio-economic)
mix. It is more the active cohesion and engagement from these people they are complaining
about. However they are strongly complaining about the decay of the local business within the
microdistrict. According to them, this is largely due to the neoliberal economic structures that
have hit Hungary in large, and which has caused difficulties for self-employed businessmen to
survive. They also believe themselves to have been negatively affected by this pattern. They
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further describe that previously they made basically all their daily businesses and most part of
their cultural and leisure activities within the microdistrict. This can however not be done to a
higher extent anymore, as most of the shops, restaurants, cafés, cinemas and theatres within
the microdistrict have closed. The following quote is a typical example of this nostalgic
rhetoric about the decay;
“So everything is closing with the time. They are, in practice, closing and renewing
themselves according to the present trends. Everything gets…either a bakery, either a bank
building or…McDonald’s…or Burger King. So unfortunately…I mean if you went to a
restaurant like ‘Sirály’(an old local restaurant within the microdistrict – own note) you got
such a home-style food. Now there is nothing like that. And I miss for example a good cold
plate.”
(Balázs 65)
An interesting contrast in the economic dimension is the general satisfaction with the
economic development of Ferencváros among the respondents, compared to the fact that
many of them are unhappy with the economic situation of Hungary in general. Etelka (75) and
Flóra (74) are complaining about the negative economic effects of the corrupt politics, which
they do not believe to be good for the district. Etelka is furthermore complaining about high
prices in general. Furthermore Balázs (65) and Mária (58) see both the neoliberal structures as
negative for the business culture in general, but Mária is also complaining about the lack of
welfare. Despite this unhappiness, most of the respondents seem to be satisfied with the
investments that are made within the district, and most of their effects are also seen as
positive.
To conclude the analysis on the respondents’ views on economy, the most prominent patterns
are the following. The respondents from the different parts of Ferencváros have obviously
different perceptions about which parts of the economic situation and development are of
greatest importance. Respondents living closer to the mostly regenerated area see the effects
of this rehabilitation much more, than respondents living further away from this area.
However, as most of the respondents feel generally happy about the changes, they are
obviously not badly affected by the gentrification (with the exception of the business of
Balázs and Mária). However, no one expresses negative emotions about the rehabilitation,
either for their own sake or for their environment. Although carefulness should be taken with
generalizations, but the rhetoric of the respondents seems therefore to not indicate a bigger
presence of people badly affected by gentrification within the area. That in turn may though
indicate the statements of the literature, that the badly affected people have not been able to
remain (get their new apartments) within the district (Kovács 2009: 413).
8.1.3 Place Identity – ‘City in the City’

Despite the rather fuzzy image of social cohesion, given by the respondents, and despite the
emotional differences between the different areas within the district, most of the respondents
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in Ferencváros seem to feel some form of place identity or attachment to their district, and
there are some feelings, which remind of the sense of a ‘city in the city’.
The first commonly mentioned factor of place attachment and the feeling of a city in the city,
is about a satisfaction with the location of the district, being close to, and well-connected with
the city-center, but offering most of the service functions one may need. Etelka (75) and Flóra
(74) are two of the respondents, who do not see any particular authentic pattern or place
within Ferencváros, but they are very happy with the location and communication; “I like the
whole Ferencváros, without lifting out I don’t know what. Anyway, this house is also at a very
good place. In our whole life, we could get home, even on foot, from anywhere.” (Flóra 74).
The same pattern of a central location, easily reached from everywhere is also mentioned by
Etelka. She mostly sees the Freedom Bridge in northernmost Ferencváros as her most
important node. She feels a personal connection to that bridge, as her family has always used
it. Furthermore she sees it as practical, as it connects her home environment with a nice part
of the Buda-side. “I really stick to the Freedom Bridge. For me, it is the most beautiful
bridge.” (Etelka 75).

Szabadság híd (the Freedom Bridge)

However Etelka (75) also mentions that one can find basically all the service functions within
the district. The same factor is mentioned by Balázs (65) and László (60), referring to a wide
range of both service functions, and cultural and knowledge institutions. All-in-all, the
emotions of the area being well-connected with the city, and offering most important service
functions reminds a lot of Södermalm. However, proximity to nature is definitely less
mentioned in Ferencváros. Only László mentions a forest on the edge of Ferencváros as an
important site of recreation. Otherwise, the mentioned nature-related connections are about
the increased amount of vegetation on some streets and squares, which Bogi (22) and Flóra
(74) describe as positive for the living environment.
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Kálvin tér metro station – the Ferencváros respondents are happy with the public transport in the district

There are also several respondents expressing that they feel a rootedness within the district,
and therefore feel, that they would never like to move from the district. Etelka’s (75) answer
to the question whether she feels a strong attachment to Ferencváros is the following; “For
me yes. I don’t even want to leave.” (Etelka 75). She motivates it with the fact that she has
lived there for very long, and has a large part of her family there. László (60) would neither
like to move from the district, as he is satisfied with what he can find there. Coming to Balázs
(65) and Mária (58), it is already mentioned that Mária states that she would not move even if
she would become rich. She and her husband Balázs motivates this with that they feel deeply
established within the district. They have a good knowledge of the area. Furthermore they
also have almost their entire families, many friends, and hence a large social network within
the area. Bogi (22) does also feel a strong social attachment to the area, especially those areas
where she has met or meets her friends, for example the street of her old school, or some
pedestrian roads in Inner Ferencváros, which she and her friends use for recreation.
The feeling of the district as a cultural and knowledge center of Budapest is also a source of
pride which indicates a form of local patriotism and place identity. This can be felt in the
rhetoric of László (60) when he calls Ferencváros, as the most advanced district in Budapest.
Here he is referring to the wide range of universities and cultural institutions, which he
proudly describes as a uniquely dense concentration, in relation to the rest of Budapest. The
presence of the universities is mentioned as important for the knowledge-base of the district
also by Etelka (75). Tivadar (30) is proudly mentioning the past of several industries, and that
these sites have in an innovative way been transformed to offices or residential centers.
Furthermore he is also talking about the presence of cultural and knowledge institutions as
good economic sources for the district, for example the National Theatre and the Corvinus
University, mostly its Economic institution. Zsolt (70) and Flóra (74) too, describe the
cultural role of the district to be important factors for their connections to the district and their
place identities. They are mostly referring to the famous people (e.g. actors) who have lived
or live within the district. Flóra even proudly tells that two famous actors have previously
lived in her house. A slightly different form of defining Ferencváros as a district with an
authentic culture derives from András (appr. 35). He sees, as mentioned, a new culture of
healthy and environmentally friendly lifestyle, especially among young people. He further
believes the people to have a very strong local patriotism, not least based on this new culture.
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Another factor for place identity mentioned by several respondents is either the sympathy for
or personal connections to the local sports’ club Ferencvárosi TC (Fradi).László (60) has
worked many years for the club, training and organizing the youth teams. He describes the
team and its training grounds to be an important place for his social networks, and the sense
of belonging to this community (the Club) is mentioned to be a very important factor in his
local place identity. Zsolt (70) mentions Fradi to be one of his most important connections to
the district. It gives him a proud feeling to support his local team, which furthermore is the
most successful team in Hungary. Tivadar (30) believes the club to be his most important
connection to Ferencváros, and he sees the stadium as the most important site of the district.
Bogi (22) defines the football stadium of Fradi to be the most authentic site within the district.
Her motivation for that is the role of the Club as the most prominent symbol of Ferencváros.
She has also many friends who actively support the team, and even if she herself does not go
on the matches she regularly follows the team.

Groupama Aréna – the football stadium of Fradi, and the Club’s mascot, the Eagle – Fradi is perceived to be a
strong factor of the local identity of Ferencváros

To sum up the analysis of place identity in Ferencváros it could be said that almost all of the
respondents feel a strong attachment to the district, disregarding their age, or place of
residence within the district. All the respondents do not certainly feel some form of
authenticity, even though most of them do. However also those who do not see Ferencváros as
authentic have their personal connections, creating a strong attachment.
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8.1.4 Emotional Differences between Different Parts of Ferencváros

The geographical issue is proved to be an important factor within Ferencváros, as the rhetoric
of the residents seems to be highly dependent on in which part of the district one is living. The
thoughts about social cohesion and about which have been the important economic changes
are to a varied extent different between the parts of the district.
The analysis on social cohesion gives kind of an unclear geographical image of Ferencváros.
The residents of the Attila József microdistrict tend to feel a social cohesion and a
development of it in a different way compared to the inner and central parts of the district.
They are talking about a previously strong community and social life, which has largely
diminished over time, either because of generational changes or because of the political chaos
since the regime change in 1989. They however still believe there to be a harmony within the
microdistrict. Otherwise, the impressions about local initiatives, the existence of interest
groups or the obstacles for that are mentioned evenly between the different parts. The
differences in personal impressions seem to be more based on either age or personal contacts,
so that younger are more likely to see possibilities and involve themselves in these networks,
while middle-aged and older people are more sceptic or pessimistic.
The dimension of the economic situation and its change is the topic which obviously shows
the biggest geographical difference in Ferencváros. Respondents from Inner Ferencváros tend
to show positive emotions about the investments and the economic development. However
they tend to put a bigger focus on the physical changes, and less focus on the social changes.
For example both Bogi (22) and Etelka (75) describe the district to have become more esthetic
and attractive. The respondents from Central Ferencváros, the main target of regeneration,
speak much more about the social implications of the rehabilitation, and they are uniformly
speaking of a great social or socio-economic lift of the district. The respondents of Outer
Ferencváros do not pay any particular attention to the rehabilitation. Instead they are focusing
on the investments which have been done or are about to be done within the Attila József
microdistrict, where they live. Furthermore it is in this part two persons (Balázs 65 and Mária
58) speak about the decay of business.
Coming to the issue of place identity and the feeling of a ‘city in the city’, this dimension is
the one which shows the least geographical variation. The most outstanding fact here is that
the residents of the Attila József microdistrict tend to see their microdistrict as a city within
the city itself – a neighborhood with good communication and a special harmony. At the same
time they also speak about Ferencváros as a whole with a similar rhetoric – a district wellconnected with the rest of the city, but which offers everything from basic services to
knowledge and cultural centers. Otherwise people from all three parts of Ferencváros share
the latter views. Furthermore the sports’ club Fradi as a symbol for local identity is mentioned
by respondents from all parts of the district – Bogi (22) and Tivadar (30) (Inner), Zsolt (70)
(Central) and László (60) (Outer).
In sum, Ferencváros does not seem to be an entirely homogenous district, neither do the
respondents experience it to have been evenly affected by regenerations and hence
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gentrification. Anyhow there seems to be a local identity and a pride of being from
Ferencváros stretching across all parts of the district.
8.1.5 Emotional Differences between Respondents of Different Age

The number of middle-aged and older respondents is slightly bigger than the young people.
However, there seems to be a large enough mix of ages to provide some interesting and
illustrative age-related results. Not least, the respondents under 40 years of age express some
unique thoughts.
Speaking about the issue of social cohesion, it can be said that the younger respondents have a
bigger knowledge of the local initiatives, for example the local gardens. András (appr. 35) has
a wide knowledge about this phenomenon, and also Bogi (22) has heard about it from her
friends. Middle-aged and elderly respondents tend to see more political and economic
obstacles against the local initiatives, than the younger, even if Bogi (22) also mentions
today’s politics to be of a negative effect on people’s engagement. Otherwise, it is for
example László (60), who mentions the political disparity to be a drawback, and Flóra (74),
who sees the economic shortcomings as an obstacle. Another difference is that while the
middle-aged and elderly respondents often see the district’s cultural profile as a source for
social cohesion, the young respondents see more the new healthy lifestyle as a common
interest.
Coming to the emotions about the analysis about the economic situation and its change, the
differences between the rhetoric of the different age groups are very modest. Young, middleaged and elderly respondents are generally positive towards the investments, not least the
rehabilitation. Some interesting examples of this are that for example both András (appr.35)
and Flóra (74) put a relatively large focus on the socio-economic changes, while on the other
hand both Etelka (75) and Bogi (22) put a larger focus on the physical changes. The complaint
on the decay of business derive from two respondents around 60 years of age (Balázs 65 and
Mária 58), however this issue is only discussed by this couple. Otherwise, the place of
residence within the district is a lot bigger determining factor in the economic issues.
When it comes to place-identity, all the age-groups feel generally established, and have a
strong place identity. However, coming to important sites within the district, the young
respondents prefer mostly the new and trendy areas, often in the more regenerated parts of the
district, like pedestrian streets in Inner and Central Ferencváros. The middle-aged and older
respondents are more often speaking about older sites, for example previous restaurants or
cinemas in Attila József microdistrict, or universities, the Great Market hall and the Freedom
Bridge, which have been existing for long. The feeling of ‘city in the city’, hence a good
communication and good service is mostly mentioned by middle-aged and elderly
respondents, while the attachment to the local club is mentioned by respondents of all age
groups.
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Finally, the following can therefore be said. The emotions of social cohesion are varying
between the age-groups, and even if most people see a will of engagement, the young
respondents see more possibilities and the middle-aged and elderly see in turn more obstacles.
Economically, there are no big differences between how different age-groups see the present
situation and the changes, these differences are more geographical. Most of the respondents
do, disregarding from age, also feel strong attachment to their district, and the personal
connections seem to be likewise. However cultural and practical sources for place identity
tend to be more age interest-specific.

8.2 Stockholm – Södermalm
The respondents in Stockholm are 11 people of which 7 are women and 4 are men.
Furthermore 8 are only residents, 2 are both residents and businessmen, and one is a
businesswoman in Södermalm, but is not residing in Södermalm. These are represented in the
list of respondents in appendix 1.
8.2.1 Social cohesion and its change

The respondents are mostly indicating that there have been, and there are also today clear
signs of a good social cohesion and a social life in Södermalm. Plenty of the interviewees
have seen a slight change in the social composition and the decline of the harmony of the
area, but even these people still see a presence of a tradition of good social cohesion.
The first important subtheme of social cohesion is about the will to help each other,
communities for the area, and a special soul of the area. This special soul is most remarkably
described by Sara (67) with the following statement;
“Yes, I actually think that what is most unique with Södermalm is, despite all, a little bit the
Södermalm-soul (Swedish: Södermalmsandan – own note), as it is called. I do not know if I
can really define it, but I think that they are people here residing who are…a little bit like me.
It should not be remarkable, it should be friendly.”
(Sara 67)
What can be drawn from this statement is an implicit feeling of a community, that people can
trust people in their environment, and that you can count on them if you need help. This is
proved as Sara (67) is also talking about that Södermalm is an area with a strong culture of the
will to help people. Even Anna (54) sees a strong responsibility for the community. She
expresses that even if the area has changed largely in socio-economic terms (discussed in the
next section) there is still a large amount of responsibility left. She however believes this soul
to be stronger in older parts of Södermalm, but all in all she sees it as a strong pattern.
Another remarkable sign of the will to help is when Berit (80+) feels sorry about not being
able to give enough help, expressed by this statement; For me personally it is ok, but I know
many who have a hard time[…]unfortunately I cannot help everyone”(Berit 80+).
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Furthermore, Robert (68) is also talking about a certain amount of humanity within an
everyday more cold society. Several respondents are also speaking about Södermalm as an
area full of local communities with different interests. Sara (67) is for example talking about a
dense network of cooperatives to help either poor or homeless people, or elderly people with
reduced mobility. Furthermore Berit (80+) also talks about this issue and mentions a bath
community and a park community, which she is a member of. However also young people see
this pattern, for example Caroline (20), who has experienced a strong community of
environmental awareness and business focused on ecological food. She however believes this
community to be strongest in the SoFo area of Eastern Södermalm.

A restaurant in the SoFo-area

All people are however not concerned about the maintenance of the responsibilities.
According to Mats (55), the influx of more well-off people brings with it a loss of
understanding for community issues. In general he lacks the engagement from these people.
He believes this to be an effect from that in today’s political-economic reality money is
driving people’s engagement. This is seen in the following statement;
“There is another category of people moving here, than then, many years ago. The cars are
nicer, and the interest to operate something in a residential cooperative is weaker. Because
those who are coming, they believe they can pay five millions, and then they do not have to do
anything else.”
(Mats 55)
The pattern of a reduced sense of community due to changed socio-economic, is also felt by
Ingrid (53). However, despite these feelings, the majority of the respondents still believe that
there is a strong sense of community in Södermalm.
Another topic, relating to the one about the communities, is about the political engagement
that many respondents perceived to be a common pattern from the residents of Södermalm.
Sara (67) describes Södermalm to be the politically most engaged area in Stockholm. She also
describes the area to be traditionally politically left-wing, largely built on the soul of solidarity
and the will to help people. She is though a bit unconcerned about whether this pattern may
change with the influx of more well-off people. She sees a potential rise of the right, but at the
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same time she thinks that the strong left-wing tradition of the area may reduce this change.
Caroline (20) says that she sees a large amount of political engagement from her friends in
topics like feminism, environmental awareness or immigration. Gustav (60) does also
describe Södermalm as a traditionally strong left-wing area. Even if he sees a rise of the rightwing, thanks to many self-employed people residing in the area, he still sees a presence of a
strong left-wing culture. Also Mats (55) represents this line, when he admits that despite
becoming a more affluent area, Södermalm does not feel like dominated by the right-wing.
Here he sees a possibility that many of the young and affluent people may vote for the green
party. Another motivation for the presence is from Elsa (68), who sees the left-wing culture of
the cultural profiles to largely influence the political image of Södermalm. In sum, many
respondents talk about political engagement, and they see a continuation of a more left-wing
and sometimes a green political culture.

Medborgarplatsen – a popular square for manifestations – Södermalm is considered to be a politically engaged
area

Even though the respondents mostly perceive the residents of Södermalm to care for their
fellows and their community, a common pattern is the feeling that people’s engagement is
often limited to a neighborhood level. Even Sara (67) and Berit (80+), who otherwise talk
about large networks of communities and about political engagement, see the engagement at
this lower level also. They are talking about strong initiatives against the exploitation and
densifying of certain neighborhoods and green areas in connection to that. Furthermore
Yvonne (62) and Ingrid (53) mention strong initiatives on neighborhood levels to stop the
tenure change from rental apartments to condominiums. The latter two persons see however
the collective initiatives to be limited to this scope. Yvonne believes the local changes to be of
biggest impact, and therefore of greatest interest. Ingrid also believes that people in general
care mostly about their own house or neighborhood; according to her because today’s political
and economic structures make it harder for regular people to influence the development. She
though sees this as a global phenomenon. Finally, it is also to mention that Mats (55), who
misses the will to engage from people, on the other hand believes it to be a strong community
among the residents of Reimersholme.
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Reimersholme – a small island adjacent to Södermalm - administratively part of Södermalm, but with an own
strong local community

Another important and regular subtheme is about the general friendly environment and social
life. This can be seen in Sara’s (67) definition of the Södermalm-soul, as she mentions it to be
friendly and not remarkable (see quote above). One of the respondents to express it mostly is
Elsa (68), working as a hairdresser. She believe people in Södermalm to be more open, social
and personal than in most other inner-city districts in Stockholm. She compares it mostly with
Vasastan, where she lives, and with Östermalm, where she used to work. She also describes
this culture to be typical for the contact between regular people, between businessmen and
customers and even between businessmen. This is also described by Robert (68), when he is
talking about the humanism that he believes to characterize Södermalm. Within this topic,
Ingrid (53) and Martin (22) provide a nostalgic story about the nursery Martin went to when
he was a child. They describe the nursery have built its business largely on personal contacts
and relations between nurses, children and their parents. According to Ingrid and Martin, this
created a friendly and family-like environment. On the other hand Ingrid describes the
friendly and personal environment of Södermalm to become weakened due to the influx of
new, better-off people. The same is said by Anna (54), who thinks that Södermalm is losing
its character as a ‘small city’ within Stockholm, and is becoming more like a ‘big city’.
Therefore, in sum there are opinions about the thinning of Södermalm’s character as a
friendly and personal haven, but most of the respondents still believe this character to be
stronger than in other parts of Stockholm.
Furthermore, it is to say that the respondents in general perceive Södermalm to be united in
diversity. This can be seen in the fact that many respondents see Södermalm as a melting pot
of different (sub)cultures and styles. There are also some respondents that describe the area as
a tolerant one. Sara (67) is saying that she likes the bohemian feeling of Södermalm, even
though she sees herself as too old for the most hip parts, like SoFo. She furthermore describes
the population as culturally mixed but tolerant. A common topic that is mentioned by Berit
(80+), Gustav (60) and Elsa (68) is that Södermalm is an interesting mix from regular people
to cultural profiles and celebrities, all living in what they believe and express to be a harmony.
Within this topic Gustav further express that despite of the influence of cultural profiles and
famous people, Södermalm has preserved its simple character and is therefore not as snobby
as some other inner-city areas, for example Östermalm. Nonetheless, the most striking
statement for claiming Södermalm to be united in diversity comes from Caroline (20) when
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she describes the mix of culture with the following sentence; “Everybody wants to be special,
but then it does not get too special”. In sum, many respondents see the character of openness
to (sub)cultures and identities as a common present pattern.
To sum up the respondents’ view of social cohesion and its change the following can be seen.
Most of the respondents see uniqueness in the friendly and culturally open environment, and
the culture of solidarity and engagement within Södermalm, cultures that many of them
describe to be relatively authentic. There are however some differences about to which extent
these cultures are still seen as present, but most of the respondents still see a relatively large
amount of these cultures.
8.2.2 Perceived Economic Situation and its Change

Coming to the respondents’ view about Södermalm’s economic situation and its change, most
people are rather ambiguous about them. Even if the physical condition and the district’s
economy in whole are seen to have improved, most respondents are more negative towards
the socio-economic changes.
One of the most commonly mentioned topics coming to the socio-economic change and
gentrification of Södermalm is about the segregation of people, caused by tenure changes, rent
increases and the influx of better-off people. The emotions about the renewals and
regeneration among the respondents seem to be a bit ambiguous; however most of the
respondents feel negative about the social effects. Anna (54) believes that Södermalm has
gone from being an area consisting of an entire working-class population to a more mixed
neighborhood, due to the influx of better-off people. According to her, this causes a spatial
segregation of people of different socio-economic statuses. However most people instead
believe that the social mix they previously believed to have existed is negatively affected by
the influx of better-off people. Yvonne (62) and Ingrid (53) claim that they and their families
are against tenure changes to condominiums of principle reasons, because it causes a spatial
segregation. This is also what Ingrid discusses to have happened in Södermalm. On the one
hand she thinks that the regeneration has had some positive effects, as the quality of life in
terms of economy and services, and the security have increased. On the other hand she regrets
the effects the tenure changes and rent increases have had on the population structure. She
speaks nostalgically about that she previously experienced Södermalm as a socially mixed
area with a harmony of people from different socio-economic backgrounds. According to her
there is an influx of highly educated people with good wages, at the same time as it becomes
hard for the economically weaker people to remain in the area. This pattern hampers the
harmony based on the previous social mix. In addition, Ingrid also sees a spatial segregation
between different areas in Södermalm, which become ‘islands of statuses’.
Mats (55) is representing a similar line as Ingrid (53). On the one hand side, he sees his area
as a nice, livable and calm area, but he thinks it becomes boring when there is no mix of
people, that there used to be before. According to him there was a nice atmosphere with
people from different socio-economic backgrounds, many original types, and a tolerant
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attitude towards all kinds of people (even the originals); “I can miss that little bit more
genuine, the little bit more allowing, and sot so flashy.” (Mats 55). Another phenomenon,
which Mats believes to cause segregation is that he thinks it is too easy for people to get
loans, without being forced to amortize their debts. He sees this as a source for the increase of
real estate prices, which in turn causes segregation, where less well-off people are excluded
from the area. He is very worried about to what extent the segregation may extend, and is
jokingly, but with a serious undertone mentioning gated communities as the worst case
scenario;
“I just wait until there is going to be a customs on the bridge. Like a ‘community restricted
area’…show passport when you want to cross. It is not so nice to feel like that. There was
another one who put up ‘private’ on the pier, a municipal pier.”
(Mats 55)
The increased estate prices and rent-increases is something that the two young respondents
also see as an obstacle. Caroline (20) mentions that even though she grew up in Södermalm
and feels at home there, she would not buy an apartment there herself in the near future,
because she would not be able to afford that. She also believes the higher prices to change the
composition of people; however not to the extent that she would define Södermalm as the new
Östermalm. Martin (22) defines himself as a ‘victim’ of this development that had to leave
Södermalm unintentionally. He moved away from home one year ago, but had to search for
an apartment south of Södermalm, because of the high prices, which he in turn sees as the
effect about the rise in popularity of Södermalm. However his aim is to be able to move back
to Södermalm in a few years.
All the respondents are however not totally negative about economic and physical
investments and a (partly) changing population. Berit (80+) does not fully understand why
some people are against investments, when those are about making more modern and
qualitative houses. As long as there are some green areas left she feels happy; “I am not
dissatisfied with the construction of new apartments, I am not. As long as they do not take
every park in the city (laughs)” (Berit 80+). Furthermore Sara (67) expresses that she fully
understands that young well-off people are interested in buying apartments in the inner-city
(e.g. Södermalm) and are making the apartments very exclusive. According to her, it is
positive with a young and creative class in the inner-city, and she thinks families with
Children should more look for living outside the city-center in green areas. She though agrees
upon that strong rent-increases cause an élite population in certain areas, and segregation in
large. This pattern is seen as negative by Sara (67) also.
Another dimension of segregation is mentioned by Anna (54). According to her, the increase
of private schools in Södermalm causes a segregation of Children. The pattern, according to
Anna, is that the often better-off residents of Södermalm have the possibility to place their
Children in the private schools, while most Children in the public schools become Children
from the suburbs.
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A main topic some of the respondents in Södermalm regularly mention is about the change in
business culture, and selection of shops, restaurants and cafés. There are actually not too
many people complaining about this topic, but those who do it are strongly dissatisfied. Ingrid
(53) is complaining about a loss of authenticity in the business culture and range. She believes
that the range of shops, cafés and the like become too uniform, and she mentions the many
cafés and the bakeries focused on sourdough baking. Her son Martin (22) is on the other hand
claiming that it is nice with a wide range of cafés, which Ingrid partly agrees upon, however
she lacks the variation. Furthermore her experience is that the general businesses become as a
result of the new trendy places, ousted. She misses the original and general services and shops
and is especially regretting that a shoemaker she often used to go to was forced to close some
years ago. The following statements are Ingrid’s answer to the question what she believes to
be authentic with Södermalm;
“That is starting to disappear, I can tell, it is starting to disappear, totally. What existed,
there is no old store left, there is no old bakery left. All are sourdough bakeries, there are
stores for healthy food, there are trendy restaurants, and there I can just feel like a stranger
[…] and it is boring that it is so uniform, it is the same sort of flower shops, the same sort of
everything. It was sad when the shoemaker closed on (the name of a street in Södermalm),
who we always used […] I almost cried, when he told me that he would not be there anymore.
There is a second hand store there now.”
(Ingrid 53)
Martin (22) is completing this discussion with that he does not really understand why there
need to be so many shopping plazas, and why the shopping has to be concentrated so much to
the plazas. Also Mats (55) is complaining that he sees an explosion of new trendy shops and
cafés at the expense of the older and more original stores. He claims also that there were a lot
more small stores, that have been replaced by gallerias, and trendy restaurants, cafés and
many open-air cafés, that did not existed before;
“So it has got more trendy, (previously –own note) there were none of these Caffè Latte
places, there were at all no open-air cafés […] I think it is a bit boring with these Latteplaces…and these small…these stores that only sold bicycle parts and strange things. They
are getting ousted. There are some left…but it has become too trendy. Typical gentrification
(laughs). So all the originals are knocked out.”
(Mats 55).
On the other hand Mats is thankful to that his own neighborhood Reimersholme has mostly
escaped the exploitation, largely due to the voice of the local population, and he is especially
thankful that a library nearby survived from closure.
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Mats (55) believes the area around Hornstull to be gentrified to a large extent

A relatively striking pattern among the respondents is the different way of thinking about the
change in business between residents and businessmen. While it was a common pattern
among the residents to dislike the new business culture, the businessmen themselves were
mostly happy with this dimension. Robert (68) is very happy with the business culture of
Södermalm. He thinks that today there are more economically stronger people living, working
and moving around in Södermalm, compared to the last couple of decades. He sees this
change as positive, as it provides a stronger customer base. He expresses the change with the
following statement, thrown to a customer that was sitting in his café during the interview;
“Do you remember that, once upon a time, I am speaking about the end of the 60s, beginning
of the 70s. If you looked at a housing advertisement, someone who wanted to move or change
apartment – the final quote would be ‘not Söder’. Nobody wanted to live in Söder. Now
everyone wants to live in Söder.”
(Robert 68)
The only economic issue Robert is unhappy with is that the physical investments on the road
where he has his café have not made the area more walkable and his café more available.
Gustav (60), who sees Södermalm as a popular district, but at the same time still a district of
the regular people, is also happy with the business culture and his customer base. He states
that his customers are a wide mix of people ranging from regular people to rich people and
celebrities, and he does not believe that there has been a change in this during his 11 years as
a café owner. He also says that as an effect of Södermalm’s more simple culture, the prices in
restaurants and cafés are still much more reasonable than in more posh inner-city areas, for
example Östermalm. Instead, also he is complaining about further needs of investments on the
road where he works. He would certainly like to see it being transformed to a pedestrian
street, which he believes would increase the life in the street. Elsa (68) mentions that when
she moved her business from Östermalm to Södermalm during the 1980s, people in
Östermalm did not understand why she would move her business to a less attractive area. She
did not understand this issue, as proclaims not to have been an expert about the socioeconomic map of Stockholm, and because she does not feel differently for people from
different socio-economic backgrounds. On the other hand, she has seen the economic change
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of the area, which she calls very positive. According to her the business culture of Södermalm
is flourishing. The influx of economically stronger people has been positive for her customer
base, even though she had a stable customer base she was happy with even during her first
years in Södermalm.
8.2.3 Place Identity – ‘City in the City’

The third theme has the aim to sum up emotions and thoughts from the other themes that can
correspond to how the respondents define their place identity, being residents and/or workers
in Södermalm. Furthermore, the rhetoric often points to a pattern where the respondents think
of Södermalm as kind of a ‘city in the city’.
One notion which is a good proof of an existing local identity is based on the special culture
or soul, and is mentioned by several respondents. As seen in the social cohesion part Caroline
(20) is expressing that the mix of different cultures, where everyone is trying to be unique
creates a special soul for the area. Also Berit (80+) and Gustav (60) talk about a special
harmony of both cultural and/or famous people on the one hand, and regular people on the
other, a harmony still characterized by a less fashionable tradition. Gustav further expresses
that while he is not a native Södermalm-resident who feels a strong sense of local patriotism,
he sees that many residents of Södermalm do feel that. The Södermalm-soul, mentioned by
Sara (67) and Anna (54), is another example of a sense of community, local patriotism and
place identity, as it is based on common feelings of responsibility.
Another common pattern coming to place identity is the perception that Södermalm is a ‘City
in the City’. This means more or less that the respondents often see Södermalm as on the one
hand an independently working area with all the social functions that one may need, but also
as well-connected with the rest of Stockholm. This is expressed by this quote from Elsa (68),
while she is describing the upswing she believes Södermalm has had during the 1980s and
90s; “And it became like a City, basically, a living city. There is life here.” (Elsa 68). This
quote is more or less demonstrating that Södermalm has got a form of living environment
which Elsa sees as special. She further points out that the Northern side of the city is stranger
for her, which is also demonstrating that she sees Södermalm as a special and important area.
Even Anna’s (54) complaints about the loss of the personal feeling of the area are
demonstrating that she sees Södermalm as a ‘city within the city’;
“When I moved to Söder, I felt about it like a…well it was like an own city in the city in a
way. There was another atmosphere, people saluted each other, you talked a lot with your
neighbors and things like that. A familiar atmosphere, basically. Now it has changed a lot,
there have been many constructions, and many people have moved in, and so on. It feels like
it has become a lot larger…Now it feels more like a big city in the city.”
(Anna 54)
What this quote is demonstrating is that even though Anna believes the familiar atmosphere,
which was a source for the feeling of a ‘city in the city’, to have weakened, Södermalm has at
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least preserved its character as a special place within the city, still worth to talk specifically
about. Another dimension for this feeling lies in the fact that many respondents are enjoying
the range of social functions and the proximity to both the city center and the nature. Ingrid
(53) means that she feels at home in Södermalm and she knows all the places, which gives her
a feeling of safety. Despite complaining on the changes in the range of business, she still feels
that all the social functions (shops, restaurants, cafés etc.) can be found within the area. Sara
(67) states that she really enjoys that you can get the most of both the flourishing city life and
the environment. She states that; “Of course everything is nearby. You are right in the city,
but anyway not really right in the city.” (Sara 67). Anna (64) also says that she enjoys that her
living environment, despite its central location, is a calm place. Even Mats (55), who lives at
the more separated Reimersholme island enjoys the proximity to the nature and almost
suburb-like feeling of his neighborhood, while at the same time he also enjoys what he calls a
‘promenade distance’ to the city center.
What can therefore be derived from the respondents’ place identity is that despite the socioeconomic changes which have occurred in the area, and created different emotions among the
respondents, there is still a strong feeling of place identity and satisfaction with the place of
residence or work among the respondents.

Proximity to both the City-center and the nature – Pustegränd and Långholmen

8.2.4 Emotional Differences between Different Parts of Södermalm

Generally it can be said that the fact of which part of Södermalm the respondents are living is
not a major source of difference in their emotions. The way of thinking about authenticity,
social cohesion, place identity and (socio)-economic changes do not seem to be so much
geographically dispersed in Södermalm.
Beginning with the part of social cohesion, the respondents sometimes seem to feel
geographical differences, however maybe only because they have less knowledge about other
areas, as the descriptions of social cohesion show mostly similarities across the different parts
of Södermalm. One difference, which is described by some of the respondents, is the
engagement at the neighborhood level. Here several respondents feel that certain
neighborhoods are more engaged for the community of their neighborhoods or against some
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issues, for example densifying or tenure change. For example, Anna (54) feels that the level
of engagement is probably higher in the older neighborhoods. However some of the areas
mentioned as active against changes in tenure forms are located in newer parts of Södermalm,
for example around Södra station. One of those is the neighborhood Linjalen, which is
mentioned by Sara (67), Berit (80+) and Yvonne (62) as one of the strongest opponents
against tenure changes. Furthermore, Yvonne (62), who also lives in a newer neighborhood
not far from Linjalen, describes her own neighborhood as active in the same issue. Coming to
the questions about friendly environment, helpfulness, political engagement and cultural
plurality, it does not seem to be geographically different, how people think about these issues.
Discussing the emotions about economic changes, the geographical differences seem to be
even smaller. The complaints about tenure changes and rent increases causing segregation, are
present from both people living in older and newer neighborhoods, and independently from
which part of Södermalm people live in. For example Ingrid (53) and Martin (22) are
speaking thoroughly about this issue, but also Anna (54), who lives in a relatively new area in
Southern Södermalm or Mats (55), who lives at Reimersholme, in a newer area. The emotions
about the situation and change in business patterns are neither geographically determined.
Here, the two unhappy respondents are Ingrid (53) from an old area in Central Södermalm,
and Mats (55) from Reimersholme. On the other hand Ingrid’s son Martin (22) seems more
contended. Furthermore Sara (67) and Berit (80+) from a new area in Western Södermalm are
talking positively about the service functions, but also Caroline (20), who lives in Eastern
Södermalm in an old area. The differences here, about which functions were mentioned, are
more about the interests of different age groups, relevant for the section below. Otherwise,
one of the clearest patterns economically is, as mentioned, that businessmen are more positive
towards the changes, which is not a geographical difference.

Life in SoFo

Finally discussing the emotions of place identity and feelings about a ‘city in the city’, the
following geographical patterns can be seen. The character of Södermalm as an area which is
both like a separate city with a special soul, but in the same time well-connected with the rest
of the city, and with good communication, are present disregarding from which side or
neighborhood the respondents live in. Even Mats (55) from Reimersholme, which is a
separate island, mentions this. Some of the respondents describe SoFo as an area with a
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slightly different feeling. However, some of these respondents live more far away from that
area, for example Sara (67), while others live closer, for example Caroline (20). Another
pattern of minor geographic difference is that the proximity to the nature as a positive
phenomenon (together with the closeness to life), is mostly mentioned by respondents living
close to either a park (e.g. Sara 67, who lives close to Tanto) or to the water (e.g. Mats 55
from Reimersholme).
In sum, the geographical differences in the emotions about the relevant issues for the thesis
are very modest among the residents of Södermalm. With a decent amount of carefulness
about generalization, these results are not indicating too big geographical differences within
Södermalm, about the perceived personal situations, changes and emotions about the area.
8.2.5 Emotional Differences between Respondents of Different Age

The age-structure of the respondents is, as mentioned, slightly skew towards middle-aged and
elderly. ´However the skewedness is only slight, and all-in-all, there is a good enough
variation to analyze the relevant issue of age-patterns in the emotions of the respondents.
Beginning with the social cohesion part, the biggest difference is that the culture of
helpfulness is more often mentioned by middle-aged or older respondents, than by the young
ones. It is also the elderly respondents who mention the communities for helping each other.
Coming to the young respondents’ emotions about engagement, one of the young
respondents, Martin (22), does not talk so much about engagement from below, while
Caroline (20) is mentioning engagement in actual political topics. The middle-aged pay most
attention to engagement at neighborhood level, mostly focusing on economic issues, like
tenure change. The impression of cultural plurality and tolerance is an issue largely mentioned
by all age groups.
Coming to the economic issues, the following differences can be traced. Segregation as a
problem arising from the economic changes is mostly mentioned by the middle-aged
respondents, while the young residents are more concretely focusing on the increased estate
prices as an obstacle. Even though the older respondents see segregation as negative, they are
in general open for investments on the neighborhood level (although it may cause rent
increases), because they enjoy from making the apartments and neighborhoods more modern.
Coming to the change in the range of services, it is mostly the middle-aged who are
complaining about that basic services are diminishing, and that they are not able to recognize
themselves so much with the new trendy places. The young respondents talk in a more
positive tone about the new services, while the elderly mostly mention that they are generally
satisfied with the range of services.
Finally analyzing the differences in senses of place identity, the biggest difference lies in that
middle-aged and elderly more commonly mention the advantageous location of Södermalm,
with good communication and proximity to the city center, but also to the nature. Otherwise,
respondents from all age-groups tend to feel a similar harmony, living in an area with a
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special soul and harmony of different styles, as they define it. In summary, the respondents of
different age-groups seem to have different social and economic interests in relation to their
home area, but there are no big age-related differences in the sense of the soul of the area.

8.3 Comparison between the Findings of Budapest and Stockholm
As shown within the description of the areas, the economic investments and policies of
regeneration in Södermalm and Ferencváros have had their similarities, but also major
differences. Not surprisingly, the emotions about social and economic structures and changes,
and the place identities also have their similarities and differences. These are sorted out in the
subsections below.
8.3.1 Social Cohesion and its Change

The feeling of an existing social cohesion within the areas is a theme which is present in both
Södermalm and Ferencváros, however to a varying degree. Most of the respondents in
Södermalm see a rather high level of social cohesion, despite a decrease due to changes in the
population. In Ferencváros most people see a will for social cohesion, which is though
hampered by certain social, political and economic factors.
One main topic coming to social cohesion, mentioned in varying degrees between the cities is
about a friendly environment and a personal social life, as an authentic characteristic or
culture of the areas. In Södermalm, this is a widely mentioned pattern within the whole area.
To mention some examples, Elsa (68) speaks about a flourishing social life among both
residents and businessmen, Anna (54) mentions it as typical for the culture of Södermalm to
speak with and salute people within the neighborhoods (even if this phenomenon has
decreased according to her), and Robert (68) is talking of a largely remained humanism in an
otherwise generally cold society. In Ferencváros, this culture is mostly mentioned by the
respondents in the Attila József microdistrict, however as being mostly a past phenomenon.
Balázs (65) and Mária (58) speak about a previously flourishing life within the district, which
has brought them a broad social network. They however see this to have decreased due to
generational changes and political tensions. The only person to mention a flourishing social
life in the inner and central parts is András (appr. 35), who define the residents of Ferencváros
as friendly and open-minded, and hence to create a friendly environment.
Another main topic being discussed in both areas, and creating different results is the one
about engagement for the own neighborhood. This is also a stronger pattern in Södermalm.
There are people in Södermalm, who believe that the present political and capitalist economic
development decrease people’s engagement. For example Ingrid (53) has a deterministic view
about this development, and believes people to let the developments go on and care only for
their own neighborhoods. Also Mats (55) believes that many people (especially better-off)
decrease their sense for community with the influx of money. However, most respondents
describe the people from Södermalm to be engaged souls, who want to reach or prevent
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changes in the society and within their living environments. The engagement is believed to
exist for political issues as well as for social responsibility issues. Sara (67) describes
Södermalm to be the most politically engaged area in Stockholm, and Caroline (20) has many
friends engaging themselves in actual political topics. Furthermore Sara also speaks about a
deeply rooted culture of helping each other, which she calls the Södermalm-soul. This latter
feeling is shared also by Anna (54), and by Elsa (68) and Robert (68) who see this also in the
business culture.
In Ferencváros, the feeling of a special soul within the district is mostly mentioned by the
respondents under 40 years of age. András (appr. 35) is widely talking about a common
friendly soul and the will to reach environmental and healthy changes, and to some extent also
Bogi (22). Otherwise plenty of the respondents, for example Balázs (65), Mária (58) and Flóra
(74) see a will to engage for the own neighborhood, but they see either political, economic or
both kinds of shortages in realizing this. László (60) further sees the political tensions to
strongly harm the social cohesion. For this latter reason, most people do believe the residents
in Ferencváros to engage themselves far less in political issues, than people in Södermalm
tend to think. This issue is on the other hand believed by most people to be a national
phenomenon, and not specific for Ferencváros. Furthermore, some older respondents have at
all not heard of any particular engagement.
One emerging topic during the discussions of engagement is about neighborhood
communities. These are mentioned as existing in both cities, and in both cases to varying
extents. In Södermalm people with different levels of belief for engagement within the area
like wisely mention this form of communities. Mats (55), who has witnessed a loss of the
sense of community, see on the other hand a strong local community within Reimersholme,
where he lives. Ingrid (53) believes people to limit their engagement for their own
neighborhood, and has own experiences about this. Also Sara (67), Berit (80+) and Yvonne
(62), who have stronger beliefs in engagement, speak about initiatives taken at neighborhood
level, for example against densifying or tenure change. In Ferencváros, the strongest
equivalent is deriving from Balázs (65) and Mária (58) who are talking about a previously
strong, but later decreasing level of engagement among the residents of Attila József
microdistrict. They however still see that there are some souls willing to do something for the
neighborhood, and they are a bit hopeful about a rise in this. Otherwise, some respondents,
especially the younger, mention common gardens, which can be classified as a form of
engagement at a neighborhood level. Flóra (74) see these kinds of initiatives to be one of the
existing but hampered ones, as she can mention interest groups for certain streets or
neighborhoods. There is however no respondent mentioning the kind of interest groups for or
against tenure or construction issues, compared to Södermalm.
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The old buildings on the hills of Södermalm are, according to the respondents, often homes for artists

A last common topic, which shows both similarities and differences, is about authentic
cultures/cultural character of the areas and lifestyles. Many of the respondents in Södermalm
describe it as a positive and authentic feature that Södermalm for long has been a residence
for many artists, and lately also many celebrities. This corresponds to the cultural myths of
Södermalm mentioned in the description of the area. A likewise myth is not really existing in
Ferencváros, however many respondents proudly describe the area to be a center of culture,
with many cultural institutions and cultural profiles that have lived there. Another issue of
culture is about new lifestyles and subcultures, eventually creating a new authentic soul. This
notion is stronger in Södermalm, as young, middle-aged and elderly respondents, and also
respondents from all parts of Södermalm mention a cultural plurality. Södermalm is perceived
by many people as a melting pot of lifestyles and cultures, not least new and hip ones, like
environmental and health awareness. In Ferencváros this latter form of emerging new hip
lifestyles is only mentioned by the young respondents, and no one is really mentioning the
area as being a melting pot of multiple subcultures.
In sum, the emotions of social cohesion seem at the moment to be more homogenous and full
of belief in Södermalm. In Ferencváros, there seems to be a difference between the different
areas and the generations, as well as a weaker belief in political changes. Coming to new hip
subcultures as a new form of social cohesion, there seems to be a seed sown in Ferencváros,
however, this development has far from reached the same extent as in Södermalm.
8.3.2 Perceived Economic Situation and its Change

Coming to the respondents’ emotions about the economic situation and its changes within the
districts, there are few similarities between the Södermalm- and the Ferencváros-respondents.
The persons from the different cities have in general very different perspectives in their
thoughts about the economic issues.
The most mentioned and hence central part about the economic situation and changes is the
one about the social and physical changes. Within this topic both the focus and the attitudes
are largely different between the respondents of the two cities. First of all, the construction of
buildings, tenure changes and socio-economic changes are evenly mentioned by respondents
from all parts of Södermalm. In Ferencváros, the physical and social effects of the
rehabilitation largely depend on how close respondents live to the center of rehabilitation in
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Central Ferencváros. Respondents from the outer parts talk very rarely about it; respondents
from Inner Ferencváros are mostly talking about the increase of the district’s attractiveness,
while the respondents from Central Ferencváros talk very thoroughly about the social and
physical effects. Furthermore, there is a difference in the balance of focus between the
physical and the socio-economic changes. In Södermalm the physical aspect is not discussed
to deeply or perceived as too crucial. Only a few respondents mention the threat of excessive
densifying, and hence the loss of green spaces and livability. Otherwise the focus is bigger on
the changes in the population composition and the socio-economic patterns, and segregation,
which most often are believed to be caused by increased real estate prices and tenure changes
into condominiums. In Ferencváros, the respondents pay more attention to the physical aspect.
The respondents from Inner Ferencváros talk much about the esthetic improvement of the
district, and also the ones living closer to the center of rehabilitation in Central Ferencváros,
are mentioning that the look of the district has improved a lot.
There is however also a difference between the emotions about the socio-economic changes.
People in Södermalm are in general negative towards the change of population, and see it
generally as affecting the social mix negatively, except for the businessmen who enjoy a new
economically stronger customer-base. The respondents, who are talking about the
rehabilitation in (mostly Central) Ferencváros, are in general very positive towards the social
changes. They describe the new social composition as being a creative class, which positively
affects the economy, the character and the attractiveness of the district. One respondent,
András (appr. 35) is even stating that the absence of previous residents, whom he calls
problematic and unwanted, is positive. Furthermore Flóra (74) believes the changes to have
been positively affecting the individual socio-economic possibilities of the residents.
There is an issue, which however shows a relatively similar pattern between the two areas of
research. That is about the decay of original businesses. In both Södermalm and Ferencváros,
there are only two people who are really complaining about this issue, so there is no ground
for assuming a bigger trend. However, those who do that express hard critique against it.
Furthermore, all of these respondents are between 50 and 65-years-old. In Södermalm Ingrid
(53) is missing the old simple businesses, for example small shops, bakeries and shoemakers,
and sees these businesses being ousted by the new hip and trendy businesses. Also Mats (55)
is complaining that there are too many trendy cafés at the expense of the old small stores he
enjoyed. Their rhetoric reminds a lot of the one of Balázs (65) and Mária (58). They are
complaining about global and neoliberal structures ousting small businesses, and they are sad
about the closed businesses within their home environment. The difference though lies in the
geography. While Ingrid and Mats are living in two different parts of Södermalm, both Balázs
and Mária live in the Attila József microdistrict. When it comes to the respondents living in
the other parts of Ferencváros, they are in general happy with the range of businesses within
the district.
There is one striking economic topic in Ferencváros that does not really have any equivalent
in Södermalm. That is about pride of the district’s historical economic role. Several
respondents in Ferencváros, among them Balázs (65), László (60) and Zsolt (70) mention that
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Ferencváros has a long history of being both a center of knowledge and culture, but also the
center of food business in Budapest. These respondents state that this has created a pathdependence where the district for long has been, and is still a very important district in the
economy of Budapest. This emotion is not present among the respondents in Södermalm,
where the business culture on the other hand has been perceived to have improved with the
economic change, at least among the businessmen.
To sum up the comparison about feelings of economic changes the following can be seen. The
respondents in Södermalm seem to be evenly affected by the economic developments, while
there is a bigger geographic difference in this effect in Ferencváros. Furthermore, the
respondents who have experienced the biggest changes in (Central) Ferencváros seem to have
been less happy with the economic situation before the renewal leading to economic changes,
compared to Södermalm. This is also indicating that the economic changes in Ferencváros are
some steps behind the one of Södermalm.
8.3.3 Place Identity – ‘City in the City’

Despite the relatively big differences in the sense of social cohesion and the emotions about
economic changes, there seem to be some rather big similarities in the respondents’ emotions
about place identity, and the impression of the own area as a ‘city in the city’.
In both the areas, there is a common rhetoric expressing that the areas have a very good
location, and are like a ‘city in the city’. The motivations are that the areas are very wellconnected with the rest of the city, while at the same they have a wide range of service
functions to survive as “independent units”. In both the areas there are, for example
respondents mentioning that most parts of the inner-city can be reached by foot. The biggest
difference in this sense is that in Södermalm plenty of the respondents mention the proximity
to nature as a favorable factor with their environment. In Ferencváros only one respondent,
László (60) mentions a forest, which is located close to his home, and which he sees as an
important site for recreation.
Furthermore, in both Södermalm and Ferencváros many respondents express a feeling of
rootedness and the unwillingness to move from the area. Both Caroline (20) and Martin (22)
mention that they are grown up in Södermalm, and therefore feel at home there – they have
most of their friends there, and they have several favorite places they feel connection to.
Ingrid (53) says that she knows basically every corner of Södermalm, which gives her a sense
of security. Like-wisely in Ferencváros respondents from all three parts, for example Balázs
(65) and László (60) (outer), Flóra (74) (central) and Etelka (75) (inner) express deep
rootedness within the district. These issues are related to both the existence of social networks
and a deep knowledge about the area. Also Mária (58) states that she would not move even if
she had the economic possibility to move to a more exclusive area.
Another factor mentioned by several respondents from each city, as an important factor for
place identity, is a feeling about the cultural soul of the areas. Many Södermalm-residents are
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talking about a long tradition of cultural profiles within the area, causing a cultural myth
about Södermalm. In Ferencváros, there is a slightly weaker expression of such a culturally
authentic soul; however there is still an existing pride among several respondents about the
tradition of cultural institutions and actors residing in the area.
All-in-all, as stated in the beginning, both Södermalm and Ferencváros have likewise
locations just to the south of the city center, and this seems to create a similar form of local
identity, living in a specific area on the threshold of the city center. This feeling seems to be
independent from the differently experienced political and economic developments.
Furthermore both areas seem to have a more or less cultural touch. However, more
respondents in Södermalm see their area as authentic, than in Ferencváros.

9. Concluding Discussion and the Relevance for the Field of Research
The aim of this thesis has been to analyze how the residents in the Stockholm district of
Södermalm and the Budapest district of Ferencváros experience their home areas and the
renewals within the area, which have caused gentrification. Coming to the areas of research
they are defined to have similar geographical positions within their cities, being located just to
the south of the City-centers and being well-connected with the rest of the city. However the
recent political histories have differed a lot between the countries. Coming to the concrete
changes, there have also been similarities in terms of neoliberal housing visions, which have
largely affected the changes of the areas. On the other hand there have also been sharp
differences in the renewal actions. In Ferencváros there has been a larger amount of top-down
decisions and demolitions, and displacement has been more common. In Södermalm, the
population has had a stronger voice, which has largely reduced the amount of demolition.
Therefore, the amount of displacement has also been very limited. However, the increased
rent costs as an effect of neoliberal policies, and for example tenure changes, have made it
difficult for less well-off people to remain in the area, and there has, at least partly, been a
population change in Södermalm as well. Economically, both districts have increased their
income and real-estate value indicators in relation to the cities, but Södermalm began to grow
earlier and has grown in a faster pace.
In this sense, the development in both areas remind of Knox and Pinch’s definition of
gentrification – changes in the economic values and the socio-economic composition of
residents (Knox and Pinch 2006: 319), as an effect of larger structural political and economic
changes, mostly neoliberal ones (Redfern 2003: 2363). Even Stahre’s pattern seems to find
ground in the two areas. Authoritarianism as a source for more radical changes can be seen in
the fact that in Ferencváros, this has led to more radical changes, while the bigger voice of the
population in Södermalm has slowed down the pace of development (Stahre 2007: 50f)..
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The main method of the research has been in-depth interviews with the respondents about
their perceived socio-economic status, their connections to the area, and their thought about
politics and engagement. These themes have covered the research questions about how the
respondents feel about their areas, the changes within them, whether they feel any place
identity, whether they see their areas as authentic and how they experience people’s
engagement towards the area.
Beginning with the controversial term Authenticity, there are some similarities and differences
in what the respondents in the different cities see as authentic with their areas. First of all,
while most people in Södermalm saw at least something authentic about either the culture or
the geography of Södermalm, only slightly more than half of the respondents of Ferencváros
could mention authentic characteristics. Even some people, who otherwise felt a larger
amount of local patriotism, had hard to define anything authentic. The similarities among
those who mentioned authentic characteristics can however be seen in both cultural and
geographic terms. In both Södermalm and Ferencváros several respondents see it as a special
thing to live in an area which is close to and well-connected with the city-center, but still live
in a kind of separate and calm area. Furthermore, most of the respondents from both cities are
proud of the cultural soul of the area. People in Södermalm frequently mentioned the cultural
soul of Södermalm, while the respondents in Ferencváros frequently mentioned the large
amount of cultural institutions within the district. Two people were also proudly mentioning
that several actors have been living or live in the area. However, another pattern mentioned as
authentic in Södermalm was the plurality of (sub)cultures among people, a plurality believed
to create a tolerant milieu and unification in diversity. This could not be traced in Ferencváros.
One person was mentioning that a new lifestyle of environmental awareness and healthy
lifestyle is on the rise, however, there was no general pattern about cultural plurality. The
concept of The New Middle Class, with a new and more liberal soul as source for
gentrification seems therefore to be a strong pattern in Södermalm, but a relatively new and
still not well-grown pattern in Ferencváros (Ley 1996, Butler 1997, Lees 2000: 396ff).
Despite the different emotions about authenticity, the respondents of both areas seem to feel a
strong amount of local identity. These emotions are based on partly similar, partly different
factors. The feeling of a ‘city in the city’ with good connection to the rest of the city, and also
the pride of the cultural role of the districts are similar sources for local pride. However, in
Södermalm, there is also a sense of a cultural plurality, creating a special soul, which is not
seen in Ferencváros. Furthermore, in Ferencváros, the local sports’ club Ferencvárosi TC
(Fradi) is also considered as a source of local identity.
When speaking about societal or political engagement, there are also some differences
between the cities. In Södermalm, almost every respondent see some form of engagement.
The first example can be traced to authenticity, and is about the so called Södermalm-soul
(Södermalmsandan). This is about a feeling of community and social responsibility. Several
respondents in Södermalm, however especially middle-aged and older believe the residents to
feel a certain form of community and responsibility to help each other. This phenomenon had
no real equivalent in Ferencváros. Otherwise several respondents, especially (but not only)
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young people, believe the residents of Södermalm to be politically engaged to a high extent,
while in Ferencváros most respondents do not see any point in trying to affect the politics, as
a result of unhappiness with the political structures and possibilities to reach changes. A
similarity between the cities was that engagement on the neighborhood level was mentioned
by several respondents. In both cities, there were though some people complaining about the
possibilities and uncertain future for this form of engagement. However, while in Stockholm,
these complaints were mostly blamed on the economic structures and the role of capital in
reducing people’s sense of responsibility, in Budapest also this issue was blamed on the
disadvantageous political structures.
Coming to the respondents’ emotions about the Socio-Economic situation and its changes, the
differences between the cities were relatively big. First of all, the respondents in Stockholm,
Södermalm were definitely more doubtful about to what extent the changes had been positive
or negative. Most of the respondents were on the one hand side satisfied with the physical
changes. They believed that the condition of their neighborhoods and the life-quality had been
rising. On the other hand most respondents however put a clearly larger focus on the socioeconomic changes that had affected the composition of residents in Södermalm. Most
respondents believed that this change had created a segregation of people. Common feelings
here were islands of statuses, the inability for economically weaker people to move to or
remain in Södermalm, or a loss of the sense of community. Furthermore, this rhetoric was
used by people from all parts of Södermalm where the respondents are residing. The only
people, who saw the population change as entirely positive, were the businessmen, who
believed this change to have had a positive effect on their customer base.
These results were largely different in Budapest, Ferencváros. First of all, there was a sharp
geographical difference in the emotions and rhetoric of people from the different parts of the
district. People from Inner and Central Ferencváros, close to or within the mostly gentrified
parts were mentioning the effects of the large regeneration in the 1990s much more than
people in Outer Ferencváros, further away from the mostly gentrified parts. The latter group
of people mentioned mostly the investments having occurred in their neighborhoods, and was
generally positive towards them. However, the sharpest contrast compared to Södermalm can
be seen in the emotions of people closer to the mostly gentrified areas, in Inner and mostly in
Central Ferencváros. These people were, unlike the Södermalm residents, generally very
positive towards the changes. They believed the regeneration to have made the district clearly
more attractive. People were also mentioning the physical dimension more in relation to the
social dimension, also different from Södermalm. The social dimension was mostly
mentioned by respondents from Central Ferencváros – the largest target of regeneration.
These people were uniformly thinking that the new composition of people created a clearly
more attractive and friendly socio-economic environment in the district. Therefore in both
areas there are both producers (investors) and consumers (new cultures) causing
gentrification, but in a different pace and extent (Stahre 2007: 50f). Furthermore, coming to
the issues of weighing the positive effects of upgrading with the critical socio-economic
effects, respondents in Ferencváros tend to put a larger focus on the positive effects, while in
Södermalm there was a strong sense of worrying about the socio-economic effects, for not so
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much the own sake, but for the area in whole (Vigdor 2002: 151ff & 171ff & Pearsall 2012:
1020ff).
The results are indicating that the regeneration and hence the gentrification of Ferencváros is
in an earlier phase in comparison to Södermalm. The respondents seem from the beginning to
have similar sources for feeling local-patriotic or authentic about their districts, however the
emerge of new hip subcultures are at the moment much stronger indicated in Södermalm. In
Ferencváros, there still only seems to be a seed sown in this sense. There seems to be a
possibility for this to grow in the inner and central parts of the district, as people there are
rather optimistic about investments in general. However in the outer part of the district, the
rhetoric of the respondents speaks about a more separate local identity to really absorb this
trend. Economically, people in the mostly gentrified areas seem to have witnessed a larger
amount of decay prior to the changes, which may be an explanation to their positive emotions.
Another possible explanation might be that more poor people have been displaced in
Ferencváros, so those who see the negative effects are not present in the district to a higher
extent. Furthermore, another sign of the time-difference is the geographical difference. This is
because, while in Södermalm the respondents seems to have been evenly affected, as people
from the different parts think similarly, people from the different parts of Ferencváros seem to
think very diversely about which have been the important changes. Furthermore, the different
political histories seem to affect how people think about engagement for the own area. While
there is a stronger belief for political engagement in Stockholm, Södermalm, the respondents
in Budapest, Ferencváros see the political structures as disadvantageous for engagement,
something which they believe to hamper people’s engagement in reaching changes, even
though several respondents otherwise see human resources for it.
The answers to the research questions are therefore the following. Generally all the people are
happy with their area of residence. However people in Södermalm are more ambivalent about
the changes. They are mostly happy with the physical improvements of the area, however
except from the businessmen; most respondents see the population change and the increase of
the better-off population to hamper the social mix. In Ferencváros, which has been hit more
unevenly by gentrification, the sense of change is stronger by those who live close to the
mostly renewed areas, but generally people are positive towards the regenerations that have
happened. Furthermore, the sense of authenticity is existent in both areas, but is clearly
stronger in Södermalm. However, the sense of local identity is strong in both areas. There is a
pride about the cultural soul of both areas, but there is both a stronger nostalgia and, at the
moment, a more developed sense of a new authentic identity in Södermalm. The reasons for
the answers of the first two research question are the earlier phase of gentrification which is
present in Ferencváros, together with the smaller presence of negatively affected people, due
to a larger amount of displacement. Last but not least there is a stronger feeling of local
engagement in Södermalm, even if it exists to some extent in Ferencváros. This seems to be
because the recent political history and hence the present political situation seem to foster a
bigger hope and trust in politics in the Swedish case, than in the Hungarian.
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The significance of this study lies in that a complex planning phenomenon has been studied
mainly qualitatively, and in two relatively different spaces of research. The spaces for
research have been areas with partly likewise and partly different gentrification policies
during the time-span of the study, but in two European capitals of countries with different
histories and policies for planning. It is a less frequently seen pattern before, to integrate a
more humanistic character for the study of gentrification. In this sense, more than analyzing
the similarities and differences in the concrete outcomes of gentrification policies in the two
cities, the study has illustrated how people in countries with different histories and policies
think about their own environment and its change. This hopefully gives the gentrification
research a more humanistic and/or ethnographic input, to include the role of the individual
and how she is affected.
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Appendix 1: List of Respondents
The names of the respondents are not their real names, but fictitious ones for the sake of
anonymity.

Budapest – Ferencváros
András is an approximately 35-year-old man, who does not live in Ferencváros, but is since
the beginning of 2015 running a café and bar in Central Ferencváros (SEM IX Area), that is
serving ecological and vegan food and drinks.
Balázs is a 65-year-old man, living in the Attila József microdistrict in Outer Ferencváros. He
has been working for an insurance company, and he has also been self-employed with several
clothing businesses focused on both fashion and Children clothing, but is now retired.
Bogi is a 22-year-old woman, living in Inner Ferencváros. She is a university-student.
Etelka is a 75-year-old woman, living in Inner Ferencváros. She is retired.
Flóra is a 74-year-old woman living in Central Ferencváros. Previously, she had dentistry in
her apartment, and she was also a representative for the liberal party SZDSZ at the district
level in Ferencváros. She is now retired.
László is a 60-year-old man, living in the Attila József microdistrict in Outer Ferencváros. He
owns a restaurant in a suburban district of Budapest and a store in Central Budapest. He has
also worked many years with the youth football teams of the local sports’ club
Ferencvárosi TC.
Mária is the wife of Balázs. She is 58 years old, and lives together with his husband. She has
worked at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and she has also worked together with his
husband with the clothing business, and is now unemployed.
Tivadar is a 30-year-old man, who lived in Inner Ferencváros until the last year, when he
moved to Buda. He is working with media in Downtown Budapest.
Zsolt is a 70-year-old man, living in and working in Central Ferencváros. He has had several
businesses. In the beginning he was watchmaker, but after some few years he transformed his
business to a newspaper and tobacco store, to better meet the demand of the area. Since the
monopolization of tobacco business in 2013, he is only selling newspapers.
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Stockholm – Södermalm
Anna is a 54-year-old woman, living in a new area in Southern Södermalm, and working as a
teacher in a school south of Södermalm.
Berit is an 80+-year-old woman who is retired and is living in a new area in Western
Södermalm.
Caroline is a 20-year-old woman, living in an old area in Eastern Södermalm, and working in
a school south of Södermalm.
Elsa is a 68-year-old woman, working as a hairdresser in a less frequented street in Eastern
Södermalm. She is not living in Södermalm, but in a Northern part of the inner-city of
Stockholm.
Gustav is a 60-year-old man, residing in an old area of Central Södermalm, and is running a
café in one of the major streets of Södermalm.
Ingrid is a 53-year-old woman, working as a teacher at a high-school east of Södermalm, and
also as a self-employed artist. She lives in an old area of Central Södermalm.
Martin is a 22-year-old man, the son of Ingrid, raised in Central Södermalm, but moved out
from the area one year ago. He is a university-student.
Mats is a 55-year-old man, working with IT in downtown Stockholm, and residing at
Reimersholme in a new area, with close proximity to the Hornstull area.
Robert is a 68-year-old man, residing in a new area in Western Södermalm. He worked
previously as a hairdresser in one of the major streets of Södermalm, but switched his
business to a café, to better meet the demand of the area.
Sara is a 67-year-old woman, who is retired and is residing in Western Södermalm in an area
built in the late 80-s, which is counted as a new area.
Yvonne is a 62-year-old woman, living in a new area in Western Södermalm, and working in
a school south of Södermalm.
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Appendix 2: Interview Themes
Personal information
Gender, age and approximate place of living/working within the area of research
Perceived socio-economic status
Generally, in relation to different scale levels – national, regional, local
Interrelationship with living in the area – how the area affect chances or socio-economic
status as reason for residing
Connections to the area
Time lived/worked in the area
Family/friends/important people (customers) in the area
(For businessmen) What kind of customers – changes in that
(For businessmen) Business culture of the area
Personal connections/feelings – important places and why
If there is some uniqueness with the area
Feelings about changes – positive/negative, some changes more/less important, loss of
character/new character
Political aspect
Engagement for the area
Thoughts about political development in general and on local level
How the politics have influenced eventual engagement for the own area - The
political/economic/social possibilities/the will to engage
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Appendix 3: Income and Real Estate Prices within the Area
Mean Yearly Income in HUF for Ferencváros and Budapest
2005-2013
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(Source: KSH: Budapesti Mozaik 3. Szám: 13, Kiss 2014, E-mail contact with KSH)
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Mean/median Yearly Income in SEK for Södermalm and
Stockholm 1985-2013
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Appendix 4: Maps of Ferencváros and Södermalm
Ferencváros

Ferencváros (green) within Budapest

Ferencváros (green) (IX. District of Budapest)
(Source: google.com/maps)
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Södermalm

Södermalm Island (green) and district (white) within Stockholm

Södermalm Island (green) and district (white)
(Source: google.com/maps)
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